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The Gambling  Authority  (GA) brand seeks to bring to the forefront the 
importance of balance within its operational structure as a duty of the regulatory 
body. Balance has been described as a situation in which different elements are 
equal or in the correct proportions. The multidimensional nature of the infinity 
symbol insinuates a balance, with the two parallel lines balancing each other out. 
GA’s responsibility is to ensure both a fair and balanced approach and outcome 
for all licensed brands associated with it, along with the community within which 
it operates. 

The Infinity Loop (our symbol), is a mathematical representation of the industry’s 
continuity. It is self-perpetuating and thus sustainable, a key value of
the GA.

Finding the balance 
It is our responsibility as a the regulating body to ensure fair and balanced 
reporting on the outcomes of gambling. Although perceived as a dangerously 
addictive form of recreation, gambling has evidenced numerous positive 
outcomes in terms of monetary benefits. The benefits are not only individual 
gains; gambling also contributes towards the country’s economic growth. An 
example is the jobs opportunities available to citizens in casinos. 

We must also acknowledge that gambling companies make charitable donations 
within the communities they operate. Although the positives listed justify the 
existence of these companies, it is also our responsibility to make the public 
aware of the negative impact of gambling. We need to instil a sense of discipline 
among gamblers. As with most addictions, gambling never presents itself as 
a problem until it is too late. Besides the obvious issue of financial problems, 
addicted gamblers become at risk of physical and mental ailments. Gambling 
companies too have limitations in efforts to regulate the negative trends. This is 
what we are here for. Helping those involved in gambling to find the balance, a 
balance inherent even in the visual identity for the GA.

A check mark or a tick is a mark used to indicate the concept
“Yes” (e.g., yes, this has been verified”)

Limitless or endless in space, extent, or size; impossible to measure or 
calculate. The infinity loop also represents a perfect self perpetuating 
balance.

An x mark (also known as a cross, x, ex, mark or into mark) is a mark
Used to indicate the concept of negotiation (for example “no, this has 
not been verified
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CHAIRPERSON’S
STATEMENT

Dear Honourable Minister of Investment, Trade and Industry (MITI)

On behalf of the Board of the Gambling Authority, I am proud to present to you, Honourable 
Minister, the 4th Annual Report of the Gambling Authority. This is incidentally my first 
report to you as I assumed the reigns in June 2019 when my predecessor’s statutory 
term of chairpersonship elapsed. I wish to state from the outset that, my Board and I are 
greatly indebted to the tireless efforts of the founding chairperson, Mr. Thabiso T. Tafila 
together with the founding Board, who were tasked with the responsibility of setting 
up a new gambling regulator, the Gambling Authority. Their efforts are acknowledged 
elsewhere in this report.

In our inaugural report we highlighted the achievements as well as the strategic direction 
that we developed to guide the Authority through its developmental years. The Gambling 
Act was enacted by Parliament and assented to in September 2012, thus replacing the 
repealed Casino, Lotteries and Betting Acts.

In 2013, the Board of the Authority was appointed by the then Minister of Trade and 
Industry, and the Board in turn appointed the Chief Executive Officer who took up his 
role in June 2014. Thereafter the preparatory work began to bring the organization 
to life, through the development of policies and the employment of staff. On 1 April 
2016, the Gambling Authority became the regulator of the industry, taking over from the 
Casino Control Board (CCB), which ceased operations on 31 March 2016. Key to the 
Board’s responsibilities was to:

• Ensure the development of a sound and functional regulatory oversight 
framework;

• Lead the development of a corporate strategy for the Authority; and
• Lead in promoting and ensuring that the organisation has an effective 

governance and control framework and culture.
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The above guaranteed that we are successful in executing our regulatory mandate as 
well as creating a financially sound and sustainable organisation. Equally important to 
the Board was ensuring the creation and sustenance of an organisation that will have the 
trust of key stakeholders, including Government, Licensees, our employees, partners 
and the public. The Board approved the original corporate strategy for the Authority for 
the period 2016 - 2020 in December 2015. In this regard, the Board acknowledges the 
North-West Gambling Board (NWGB) of South Africa for their support. The strategy 
focuses on “Creating a World Class Regulator” driven by:

• Talented People, Visionary Leadership and a Culture of Delivery;
• Effective Regulatory Control and Monitoring;
• Robust Regulatory Framework;
• Operational Excellence; and
• Organisational Capability.

In developing sound governance, the Board approved the organisation’s founding policy 
documents, including the following:

• Shareholder Compact
• Board Charter and sub-committee Terms of Reference
• Organisational and remuneration structure;
• Terms and Conditions of Service for employees;
• Various internal governance policies such as 

             o   Financial policies
             o   Licensing procedures manuals
             o   Legal policies, etc. to ensure the maintenance of sound internal controls.

In our second report, we noted that an important part of our work was engaging with 
various other regulators in Botswana and in jurisdictions world-wide, to understand 
their mandates, explaining ours and agreeing on ways of cooperating. With some, we 
have signed Memoranda of Understanding (MOU’s) and these are the Competition 
Authority; Companies and Intellectual Property Authority (CIPA) and Malawi Gambling 
and Lotteries Board, North-West Gambling Board (NWGB) in Mafikeng, South Africa 
and the National Lotteries Commission of South Africa (NLCSA).

At a regional and international level, the Authority is a member of the Gambling 
Regulators Africa Forum (GRAF), of which Botswana was until August 2019 the 
Chair, and International Association of Gambling Regulators (IAGR). Additionally, the 
CEO is a member of the GRAF Technical Committee as well as the GRAF Training 
Sub-Committee. The CEO was, following the end of the year under review, elected a 
member of the IAGR Board of Trustees for a period of 3 years. These commitments are 
a part of our mandate as prescribed in the Act and are taken seriously. Additionally, this 
membership provides the framework for support from our sister organisations, which 
support has been invaluable in sharing experiences and knowledge. It is worth noting 
that Botswana successfully hosted the Annual GRAF Conference 2018. The conference 
is a key activity in the GRAF calendar, and it culminated with organized sessions of 
giving back to the community, targeting the less fortunate in the areas of Gaborone, 
Tlokweng and Gabane.

The Board has met regularly and is functioning effectively. Its composition reflects a 
balance between sector experience; legal, commercial, financial and general business 
skills. We have also invested in ensuring that the Board, overall, acquires the knowledge 
required to lead the Authority and to regulate the industry effectively. It is important that 
the Board balances its role of licensing new entities in the various licence types with 
responsible gambling and protecting the vulnerable against addiction and its negative 
consequences.

We set out on our journey as a regulator full of confidence and excitement as we 
embarked on this exciting and inspiring new period for the Gambling Authority and the 
gambling industry. We are proud that together we have made the Authority a reality, an 
organisation that is well positioned to achieve the mandate set out in the Act, at a time 
when the Government continues to drive economic diversification in the era of the fourth 
industrial revolution. We are confident that this industry will deliver its fair share towards 
job creation, new direct foreign investment as well as contribute to increased revenue 
for the Government of Botswana.

As we have stated in our 2016/17 Annual report, the Authority was to issue the National 
Lottery and other licences during the financial year 2017/18. We note that due to legal 
processes surrounding the bidding process of the National Lottery Licence, the Authority 
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has not been able to meet this key milestone in the gaming space of Botswana. We 
consider our processes as delicate as we hold our stakeholder relationships in high 
regard, and we remain committed to ensuring transparency and integrity in all our 
business endeavours. 

This report, which is our first in a journey towards Integrated Reporting, was prepared 
using the International Integrated Reporting Council’s (IIRC) Integrated Reporting 
Framework as a guideline to ensure compliance with international best practice and 
to demonstrate to our stakeholders how we add value by creating a balance between 
our “capitals” (stocks of value) for the benefit of our major stakeholders, the people of 
Botswana.

We appreciate the continued support we get from the Government and people of 
Botswana and it is only fair and imperative that we, in compliance with the Gambling Act, 
2012 demonstrate how we have used the capitals to create value for our stakeholders. 
To this end, we have located four of the “six capitals” of the Integrated Reporting model 
and reviewed our performance on each of them.

We have endeavoured to conform to the Integrated Reporting model which provides an 
opportunity for our stakeholders to have an eagle’s eye in their assessment of our ability 
to create value over the short, medium and long term. We aim to be fully compliant with 

this model by the end of Financial year 2022 and going into the future.

To ensure quality of content in this report, we developed and followed a production plan, 
entailing review by departmental heads and the CEO. PricewaterhouseCoopers (PWC) 
conducted an independent audit of our annual financial statements. The Risk, Finance 
and Audit Committee and the Board reviewed this report, with the final responsibility 
resting with the Board. The Board of the Authority reviewed the material presented and 
satisfied itself of the completeness and appropriateness of the submissions.

Thank you for the opportunity to lead the Gambling Authority and I look forward to 
an exciting time as Botswana continues efforts in growing the gambling industry in 
Botswana in a responsible, sustainable and viable manner.

Blessed Monyatsi
Board Chairperson                                                          
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During the year under review, we continued our commitment on regulating a fair, 
sustainable and responsible gaming industry that takes a long-term view of the changes 
and developments, particularly technological advances in the World and to that end, we 
focused on the following aspects;

Organisational Capability
In 2018-2019, we developed a new strategic plan. We also have commenced a process 
of re-looking at our Organisational structure with a view to properly align our resources.

Awareness & Education
The Authority executed awareness and education programs for our stakeholders as 
identified through our stakeholder matrix. Our view is that, without a properly executed 
plan on responsible gaming, all our strategies and plans measure for nothing. We take 
this aspect of our work very seriously, and we have held several engagement sessions 
and activations throughout the country, aimed at creating knowledge and understanding 
on our mandate and importantly on the need for sustainability in the gaming space.

Culture of Delivery
I am deeply impressed by The Gambling Authority’s expertise and commitment to 
fulfilling its mission to licensing a diversified gaming industry as well as to prevent 
problem gambling and reduce its impacts. I look forward to continuing my work with 
the Board, staff and stakeholders as we perform the Authority work in the increasingly 
complex, fast-moving and multi-dimensional gambling space.

Leadership
Our leadership team is committed to long term sustainable planning and encourages 
a culture of continuous learning to keep pace with the ever-changing dynamics in the 
gambling and gaming world.  Our management team has been exposed, through different 
fora to various aspects and changes in the gaming space. We oversee an industry that 

CHIEF EXECUTIVE 
OFFICER’S 
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is fast moving from the traditional land-based approach to technological applications. 
This present unique challenges and our leadership team is aiming to leverage on any 
change for the transformation of our economy.

Stakeholder Engagement and International Collaboration
We also continue to strengthen our relationships with diverse stakeholders, from the 
nation, communities to researchers to treatment experts to gaming operators locally, 
regionally and globally, as part of Gaming Regulators Africa Forum (GRAF) and 
International Association of Gaming Regulators (IAGR).

Focus on Technology
As we walk into the future, we will continue to broaden our scope on the various changes 
in the gaming space, particularly in the face of the 4th Industrial Revolution.

In summary, the Authority that I lead has have several successes and challenges as can 
be seen from the report. We are excited as management of the Authority that we have 

achieved tremendous outputs with our four years of existence, whilst acknowledging 
our challenges like the delay in the licensing of the country’s first Lottery Licence, that 
was due to circumstances outside our control, where one of the bidders challenged and 
arbitration outcome, awarded in our favour through legal processes, as outlined in our 
request for Applications (RFA) document.

Board Members
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Board Members
Thulisizwe  Johnson, Boikanyo Mathipa(Retired), Thabiso Tafila (Retired)
Neo Mothobi (Retired), Rosinah Bontsi, Olebile Machete,
Mmakome Masendu,  Arabang Kanego, Blessed Monyatsi

Seated (L-R)
Standing (L-R)



Profile
 
Thabiso Tafila is a partner at Tafila Attorneys. 
He is a highly experienced defence lawyer 
in all aspects of litigation. He advises local 
and international companies in the public 
and private sector with legal and practical 
knowledge of criminal defence, labour law, 
general and civil litigation, matrimonial and 
administrative law, company formation and 
conveyancing.

Tafila holds a Bachelor of Laws Degree 
(LLB) from University of Swaziland 
(in conjunction with the University of 
Edinburgh (Scotland), 1983. He is also 
a  Certified Trainer of Trial Advocacy 
Trainers, School of Law, University of 
Washington, 2011.

Profile

Boikanyo Mathipa was nominated by the Minister of Finance and 
Economic Development as a Board Member. As the Director of 
Tax Policy. Ms Mathipa oversees the coordination of national 
development planning, improves accountability for resources 
available and facilitates improvements in project implementation.

Mathipa holds a Master of Taxation (MTax) from Melbourne 
University, 2001, International Tax Program (Equivalent to 
Master of Public Administration and Master of Law) from Havard 
University, she graduated with a Bachelor of Arts in Economics 
and Accounting (BA) from University of Botswana, 1988.

Profile
 
Thulisizwe Johnson has a distinguished varied career in Financial 
Services, including having led the National Development Bank, 
Metropolitan Life Botswana, Brizant (PTY)  Limited, Barclays Bank 
of Botswana, and was Assistant General Manager for ULC (Pty) 
Limited now Bank ABC, Assistant Investment Manager at BIFM, 
Branch Manager  for Tswelelo (PTY) Limited,, and  Senior Project 
Officer with Botswana Development Corporation.

Johnson holds a Master of Science (MS) Management from 
Hult University, USA with majors in Finance and Marketing. He 
also holds a Bachelor of Arts in Economics (BA) from University 
of Botswana, 1986. Johnson also completed an Executive 
Development Programme with London Business school, UK as 
well as an investment appraisal and management course with 
Havard International Institute of Development.

Thabiso Tafila
Board Chairperson

Boikanyo  Mathipa
Vice Chairperson
of the Board

Thulisizwe  Johnson
Chief Executive Officer &
Ex-officio Member of 
the Board

(Retired, 31/05/2019)

(Retired,31/05/2019)
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Profile

Neo Mothobi is currently employed at Tawana Land Board 
and was nominated by the Minister responsible for Town and 
Regional Planning. She had the opportunity to initiate long term 
strategic plans, prioritize and direct resources accordingly, she 
also has immaculate experience reviewing and guiding on 
preparation of regional and settlement development plans and 
town planning schemes.

Mothobi holds a Master of Environmental Planning for 
Developing Countries (MA), University of Nottingham, 1994. 
Bachelor of Arts in Environmental Science & French (BA), 
University of Botswana, 1989

Profile

Blessed Monyatsi is a Social Development, Health and 
Administration expert with special skills in development and 
management of health programs with more than 15 years of 
continued work on HIV/AIDS and TB. He has very strong skills 
in strategic planning, monitoring and evaluation of large health 
programmes and capacity building.

Mr Monyatsi is currently employed at ACHAP as the Head of 
New Projects.

Monyatsi holds a Master of Business Administration (MBA) 
University of Botswana, 2011. Master of Development Studies 
(MA), University of Botswana, 2004. Bachelor of Arts in Social 
Work (BA), University of Botswana, 1996.

Profile

Arabang Kanego was nominated by the Minister responsible 
for Environment, Wildlife and Tourism. She is a strong advocate 
for the environment and environmental issues. She is a former 
Chief Natural Resources Officer whose drive and initiatives of 
sustainability and development of national frameworks will be 
critical to the authority.

Kanego holds a Master of Advanced Professional Studies 
(MSc), University of Strathclyde, 1997; Bachelor of Arts in 
Environmental Science and Theology (BA), University of 
Botswana, 1992; Diploma in Secondary Education, University 
of Botswana, 1985.

Profile

Mmakome Masendu is a retired Chief Commercial Officer at 
Ministry of Trade and Industry (now Ministry of Investment, 
Trade and Industry-MITI) having worked there for 34 years. 
As the Head of Internal Trade Unit her area of responsibility 
covered overseeing the activities of Liquor licensing, Trade li-
censing and Game and Gambling divisions. She has extensive 
experience spanning from the Licensing Division of the Depart-
ment of Trade and Consumer Afairs, which involved overseeing 
the implementation of the Trade Act and the Liquor Act by the 
Councils. She was also Secretary to Casino Control Board and 
has been instrumental in the drafting of the Gaming and Gam-
bling Bill.

Masendu holds a  Diploma in Trade Policy Course: Switzerland 
1992, Bachelor of Commerce, University of Botswana.

Neo Mothobi

Arabang Kanego

Blessed Monyatsi

Mmakome Masendu

Board Member Board Member
(Retired, 31/05/2019)

Board Member Board Member
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Profile

Olebile Machete is the Executive Director of Childline 
Botswana. He has vast experience working with civil society 
organisations and communities in Botswana. He has been a 
constant participant of the SADC Council of NGO’s forums. 
He has been involved in various technical assignments for 
policy development, such as the Botswana Children’s Act, 
the Botswana National Development Plan 11, Botswana Child 
Care Regulations, as well as development of Guidelines for 
Civil Society funding. He was the Vice Chairman of the Board 
of Botswana Council of NGO’s (BOCONGO) for 4 years as 
well as the Board Chairman for Makgotla Land Holdings, an 
Investment Company for a consortium of NGO’s in Botswana.

Machete holds a Bachelor’s degree in Sociology obtained from 
the University of Botswana. He has further acquired numerous 
on the job trainings such as Civil Society Governance, 
Monitoring & Evaluation, as well as Human Resources 
Management.

Profile

Rosina Bontsi is the Director of the Economic Diversification 
Drive, in the Ministry of Investment, Trade and Industry, a 
position she has occupied since 2016. Previously she was 
Director, Department of Trade and Consumer Affairs in the 
same Ministry. Ms Bontsi is a Member of other Boards, including 
Fairground Holdings and Ministerial Tender Committee. She 
has also held Secretariat portforlios at the Buy Botswana 
Campaign Committee, National Industrial Licensing Authority, 
and Ministerial Performance Improvement Coordinating 
Committee.

Bontsi holds a BA (Economics and Administration) degree 
from the University of Botswana.

Olebile Machete Rosina Bontsi
Board Member Board Member
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Profile

Kgomotso Jongman is a Lecturer in Social Worka at 
the  University of Botswana. Jongman has an illustrious 
career in the counselling field in Botswana, having 
worked for various organisations including government 
and civil society organisations. He is a graduate of the 
University of Botswana where he studied for his first and 
Master’s Degree in Social Work. He also has a Diploma 
in Philosophy from Stadium Philosophicum (Pretoria)

Profile

Boitumelo Tembo is currently employed as a Lecturer at 
the University of Botswana, offering Psychology courses. 
She also provides counselling services to members of 
the community at the Psychology clinic of the University 
of Botswana. She has previously been employed as 
a Consultant at the Tara H Moross Mental Hospital in 
Johannesburg, South Africa. She is a graduate of the 
University of Witwatersrand, MA (Clinical Psychology), 
and University of Botswana (Bachelor of Psychology). 

Profile

Setlhalefi Motshegwa has consulted extensively in 
company financial and management accounting, 
business management & development, projects appraisal 
and tax advisory.  He holds an MBA from the University 
of Central England, a B. Comm (Accounting) from the 
University of Botswana and an ACCA. Mr. Motshegwa 
is a Fellow Certified Chartered Accountant (FCCA) and 
Fellow Chartered Professional Accountant (FCPA).

Profile

Colleen Blumton has experience in financial, business 
and management services in the private sector and 
international development organizations including 
project appraisal, implementation, systems design, 
business development, grant management and funder/
donor relations. Ms Blumton is a Fellow Member of the 
Association of Chartered Certified Accountants (FCCA), 
a Fellow Chartered Accountant (FCA) member of the 
Botswana Institute of Chartered Accountants and holds 
a Master of Business Administration (MBA) degree from
the University of Wales/Manchester Business School 
(UK) (Joint Programme)

Kgomotso Jongman
 
(Excessive Gambling Pre-
vention and Rehabilitation 
Committee member)

Boitumelo Tembo

(Excessive Gambling Pre-
vention and Rehabilitation 
Committee member)

Colleen Blumton

(Risk Finance and Audit 
Committee member)

Setlhalefi Motshegwa

(Risk Finance and Audit 
Committee member) 
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Executive Committee
Chandida Masomosomo, Thulisizwe Johnson, Opelo Kwelagobe
Potlako Mawande, Peter Kesitilwe, Mbati Lebang, Solomon Moremong, Joseph Matome

Seated (L-R)
Standing (L-R)



Thulisizwe Johnson
Chief Executive
Officer

Potlako Mawande
Chief Operating Officer

Peter Kesitilwe
Chief Financial Officer

Chandida Masomosomo
Chief Legal Officer

Profile

Peter Kesitilwe has 17 years’ work experience 8 of which are at Executive 
Management. Mr. Kesitilwe has senior management experience in 
finance, procurement, information management and technology as well 
as general office administration. Before joining the Authority, he was the 
Group Chief Financial Officer at the Boitekanelo Group. He has held 
the positions of Director Corporate Services, Finance Manager and 
Management Accountant at the Local Enterprise Authority (LEA). Mr. 
Kesitilwe has also worked for Botswana Savings Bank and started his 
career at African Alliance Botswana. 

Kesitilwe is a Fellow Chartered Accountant (FCA), a Chartered 
Management Accountant (ACMA) and a Chartered Global Management 
Accountant (CGMA). 

Profile

Chandida Masomosomo is an attorney with 18 years experience. She 
holds an LLB from university of botswana and LLM from university of 
capetown obtained in  2008. She has previously worked at Attorney 
General Chambers and Civil Aviation Authority of Botswana before 
joining Gambling Authority.

Profile

Potlako Mawande has 25 years working experience having 
held various senior positions in a variety of industries such as 
the media, advertising, retail and hospitality and gaming. He 
has ten years’ experience in the gaming industry, six of which 
was working for an international gaming company and four 
as a regulator. Potlako holds a Bachelor of Arts degree from 
the University of Botswana. 

Profile

Thulisizwe Johnson has a distinguished varied 
career in Financial Services, including having led 
the National Development Bank, Metropolitan 
Life Botswana, Brizant (PTY)  Limited, Barclays 
Bank of Botswana, and was Assistant General 
Manager for ULC (Pty) Limited now Bank 
ABC, Assistant Investment Manager at BIFM, 
Branch Manager  for Tswelelo (PTY) Limited,, 
and  Senior Project Officer with Botswana 
Development Corporation.

Johnson holds a Master of Science (MS) 
Management from Hult University, USA with 
majors in Finance and Marketing. He also 
holds a Bachelor of Arts in Economics (BA) 
from University of Botswana, 1986. Johnson 
also completed an Executive Development 
Programme with London Business school, 
UK as well as an investment appraisal and 
management course with Havard International 
Institute of Development.
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Joseph Matome
Board Secretary

Opelo Kwelagobe
HR Business Partner

Mbati Lebang
Chief Internal 
Auditor

Solomon Moremong
Chief of Staff

Profile

Mbati Lebang is a seasoned Internal Audit and Risk Management 
professional with 14 years’ experience in auditing and corporate risk 
management. Mr. Lebang has aided organisations in both parastatal 
and private sectors develop sound governance, risk and internal control 
systems. He previously served as Auditor at PriceWaterhouseCoopers, 
Director Risk and Internal Audit at the Local Enterprise Authority and 
Head of Internal Audit at Tati Nickel Mining Company.

Lebang is a Certified Internal Auditor (CIA) from the Institute of Internal 
Auditors and holds AAT from the Association of Accounting Technicians. 
He is a member of the Institute of Internal Auditors (IIA) and Institute of 
Risk Management (IRM-UK).

Profile

Joseph Matome is Board Member and former Chairman of the Finance 
Committee of the Botswana Qualifications Authority (BQA). He is also 
former Group Company Secretary of Debswana Diamond Company 
(Pty) Limited and Anglo-American Corporation Botswana. He has 
held senior leadership, Director and Board membership positions in 
various institutions, amongst them, Pula Medical Aid Fund, Kalahari 
Conservation Society, Mokolodi Wildlife Foundation, Khama Rhino 
Sanctuary, Debswana Investments (SA), Sesiro Insurance Company 
(Pty) ltd, Botswana Postal Services amongst others.

Matome holds a B.Sc. (Hons) in Business Administration from Bath 
University and International Baccalaureate Diploma from United 
World College of the Atlantic, both in the UK. He has also attended 
a Management Development Programme with Gordon Institute of 
Business (University of Pretoria) as well as leadership training and 
exposure with the Duke of Edinburgh’s Commonwealth Leadership 
Forum (Oxford) and in the United States through the USIS exchange 
programme on sustainable development.

Profile

Opelo Kwelagoibe is a Human Resources Professional with wide 
knowledge across the discipline of Human Resource Management.   
She holds a full registration certificate in Industrial/Organisational 
Psychology with the Botswana Health Professions Council and full 
registration with the Botswana Qualifications Authority as a Trainer 
in the disciplines of Human Resource Management and Industrial/
Organisational Psychology. 

Kwelagobe holds a Master of Arts in Industrial/Organisational 
Psychology from Roosevelt University Chicago Illinois and a Bachelor 
of Arts in Psychology with the University of Maryland Baltimore County.   
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Profile

Solomon Moremong is an experienced treasury executive with extensive 
treasury background in Botswana and other developed markets spanning 
over 16 years. He is a strategic leader capable of expressing strategic 
visions. Moremong is a strategic thinker who is capable of planning 
and implementing sales and marketing strategies. Moremong holds a 
B. Com (Accounting) degree from the University of Botswana as well 
as a Post Graduate Diploma in Management from Henley Management 
College in United Kingdom.
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Our Mission

To effectively regulate and promote 
responsible gaming, and contribute to the 
socio-economic development of Botswana

Strategic Intent

We will contribute to the transformation 
agenda and economic development of 
Botswana by diversifying the gaming 
industry through the development and 
implementation of a responsive licensing 
regimen and promotion of responsible 
gaming by the year 2028

Our Vision

Transform Botswana’s economy through 
safe gaming

OUR STRATEGIC INTENT, 
VISION AND MISSION

OUR VALUES

Professionalism

Transparency

Integrity

Commitment
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INTEGRATED REPORTING
APPROACH
This report, which is our first in a journey towards Integrated Reporting, was 
prepared using the International Integrated Reporting Council’s (IIRC) Integrated 
Reporting Framework as a guideline to ensure compliance with international best 
practice and to demonstrate to our stakeholders how we add value by creating 
a balance between our capitals (stocks of value) for the benefit of our major 
stakeholders, the people of Botswana. We have adopted the following definitions 
of each of the capitals from the IIRC (2012c): Prototype of International (IR) 
Framework, London, 2012 and it defines them as;

Financial Capital – The pool of funds that is:  • available to the organization for use in 
the production of goods or the provision of services. • obtained through financing, such 
as debt, equity or grants, or generated through operations or investments. 

Manufactured Capital – Manufactured physical objects (as distinct from natural 
physical objects) that are available to the organization for use in the production of goods 
or the provision of services, including:  • buildings. • equipment. • infrastructure (such as 
roads, ports, bridges and waste and water treatment plants).

Human Capital – People’s skills and experience, and their capacity and motivations to 
innovate, including their:  • alignment with and support of the organization’s governance 
framework and ethical values such as its recognition of human rights. • ability to 
understand and implement an organization’s strategy. • loyalties and motivations for 
improving processes, goods and services, including their ability to lead and to collaborate.

Intellectual Capital – Intangibles that provide competitive advantage, including:  • 
intellectual property, such as patents, copyrights, software and organizational systems, 
procedures and protocols. • the intangibles that are associated with the brand and 
reputation that an organization has developed. 

Natural Capital – Natural Capital is an input to the production of goods or the provision 
of services. An organization’s activities also affect, positively or negatively, on Natural 
Capital. It includes:  • water, land, minerals and forests.  • biodiversity and eco-system 
health.

Social and Relationship Capital – The institutions and relationships established within 
and between each community, group of stakeholders and other networks to enhance 
individual and collective well-being. Social and Relationship Capital includes common 
values and behaviors. • key relationships and the trust and loyalty that an organization 
has developed and strives to build and protect with customers, suppliers and business 
partners. • an organization’s social license to operate.

“Copyright © December2013 by the International Integrated Reporting Council (‘the IIRC’)…”
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Transforming Capitals into Outputs



Social & 
Relationship Capital

Financial 
Capital

Manufactured 
Capital

• Positive relationships 
with representatives from 
Government and others

• Mutually respectful and un-
derstanding relationship with 
civil society bodies, media 
and NGO’s

• Projects delivery • Speed in delivery
• Efficient document 

management and information 
retrival

Human 
Capital

• 54 skilled and
       motivated employees
• Experienced and forward-

looking leadership team
• Majority youthful team
• Technical and industry 

expertience

• Strong engagement with staff
• Contracted service providers
• Open and timely 

communication with suppliers 
and contractors

• Continuous Stakeholder 
Engagement

• Botswana Government Sub-
vention

• Licence fees Charges
• Casino RFA fees

• World class office facility
•  IT facilities and systems

•  Review and implementation 
of our stakeholder engage-
ment Plan

• Reduce Government support
• Establishment of Levy fund 

Order
• Increased licencing activity

• Optimise Technology
• Develop and implement 

maintenance plans

• Continuous training, coaching, 
mentoring and recognition of 
our human capital

• Licencing
• Compliance and monitoring in-

spections
• Diversified and sustainable 

gaming industry

Key Inputs

TRANSFORMING CAPITALS
INTO OUTPUTS

Outcomes

Actions to 
Enhance 
Outcomes
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In adopting Integrated Reporting, these capitals (page 20) are at the core of our mandate. 
As we are at the beginning of the process, we are unable to report on all capitals.  We 
have thus confined our 2019 reporting to four of the six capitals as follows;
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64%
Females36%

Males

60%
Below 35
Years of age

Summary By Gender and Age

40%
Above 35
Years of age
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Promotional Competition
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Rejected
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Private Lotteries(Raffles) Considered  2018/2019
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Economic Diversification Drive Procurement 2018/2019
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Casino Inspections 2018/2019

22% 7% 7%

14%

7%

7%
7%29%

Grand Palm Gaborone Sun Moonlite Thakadu Sedibeng

Menateng Marang Kings Teemane

Registered  Complaints 2018/2019

8.3%50%

33%

8.3%

Unfair Exclusion Unfair Treatment

Injustice Unfair Competition

Fees and Levies Collected 2018/2019

 31st March 2018 RGP 
Contributions Casino Levies Penalties Current year Cumulative Total

Avani group

Avani 19,619,128          3,235,080        6,470,161         -             9,705,241                     29,324,369                 
Marang 2,480,765            358,051           716,103            -             1,074,154                     3,554,919                   
Menateng 1,698,237            187,582           375,162            -             562,744                        2,260,982                   

Peermount group
Sedibeng 1,775,408            296,294           592,562            -             888,856                        2,664,265                   
Grandpalm 26,076,093          4,180,144        8,360,289         -             12,540,432                   38,616,526                 

-                               
Moonlite 980,003               93,336             206,383            124            299,843                        1,279,845                   

-                               
Teemane 469,818               98,003             231,299            -             329,302                        799,121                      

-                               
Kings Casino 908,386               146,817           293,660            5,148         445,625                        1,354,011                   

-                               
Thakadu 312,823               61,897             173,795            5,500         241,191                        554,015                      
TOTAL INCOME 54,320,662          8,657,205        17,419,414       10,771       26,087,389                   80,408,051                 



GAMBLING AUTHORITY 
STRATEGY SCORECARD

Strategic
Objective

Strategic 
Initiative 

Key Performance 
Indicator

Drive 
Financial 
Sustainability

Status Update

• Develop a business case to 
be presented to Government 
for financial sustainability

• The business case was approved by the Board and in 
principle by government ,Now awaiting amendment of the 
Gambling Act as well as Levy Fund Order to be completed for 
a comprehensive proposal to be submittd to government for 
self-funding

• Approved business case for 
self sustenance

• Amend Gambling Act to 
support the business case 
model

• Amendments are currently under discussion• Approved  Amendment of 
Gambling Act

Create a Diversified
Gaming Industry

• Issue Lottery, bingo and 
horse/sports betting licences 
and Casino licences

• National Lottery Licence applications were received in 
October 2017. Evaluation delayed by arbitration process.

• Bids for the Casino Licences were received on 29th January 
2019, the process for evaluation is under way

• Remaining licences to be issued in the strategic plan period.

• Issued lottery, bingo, betting 
and casino Licence

Engage 
Stakeholders

• Develop and execute Stake-
holder Engagement Plan

• Stakeholder plan in place and approved by Board
• Key stakeholders engaged

• Executed Stakeholder En-
gagement Plan.

• Develop and implement a well 
defined and comprehensive 
brand startegy

• Brand communication done at Consumer shows and Metlha-
la-ya-Khumo Outreach programmes.

• Executed brand strategy
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Below we capture progress update agaist our adopted scorecard. we want to be 
measured on the strategic objectives we set ourselves to achieve; this leans on 
our key values of , Professionalism, Integrity, Commitment and 
Transparency,

• Brand strategy to be developed in the strategic planning 
period



Strategic
Objective

Strategic 
Initiative 

Key Performance 
Indicator

Develop a 
Robust Policy 
and Regulatory 
Framework

Status Update

• Develop and Implement 
a responsible and safe 
gambling programme, rules 
and regulations

• Exclusion programme in place• Executed Responsible gaming 
programme 

• Amend Gambling Act to 
support the business case 
model

• Amendments are currently under discussion• Approve Amendment of 
Gambling Act

• Develop regulations for 
Bingo, National Lottery, 
Betting

• Draft Regulations for Lottery have been developed and 
awaiting approval.

• Other Regulations to be developed in the next financial year

• Regulations for Bingo, Lottery 
and Betting 

• Implement a Whistle Blowing 
facility for unfair and illegal 
practices in the gaming 
industry 

• Toll free whistle blowing line in place for staff. Next phase 
will be to extend it to the general public.

• Whistleblowing facility platforms 
in place 

• Develop a market 
intelligence capability 

• Baseline Research tender on gambling prevalence was 
cancelled and is to be re-advertised

• Key information availability 

• Develop standards for 
machines to be licensed in 
Botswana 

• Casino Machine Standards being implemented in 
conjunction with Botswana Bureau of Standards. 

• Published standards

• Stakeholder engagement 
plan to enable partners to 
support operations  

• Stakeholder engagements with licensees ongoing
• Stakeholder di-Pitso held in Gaborone and Francistown as 

per plan
• Anti-Money Laundering seminar held with various industry 

Stakeholders

• Working committees to support 
operations 

• Establish an enforcement 
unit within the Authority  

• The enforcement unit has been proposed within the 
organisational realignment. 

• Establishment of an 
enforcement unit within the 
Authority 
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Gambling Authority Strategy Score Card Continues 



Strategic
Objective

Strategic 
Initiative 

Key Performance 
Indicator

Develop a 
Robust Policy 
and Regulatory 
Framework

Status Update

• Develop and implement King 
IV adoption plan 

• Guidance received from Institute of Directors South Africa 
(IoDSA)and plan to be finalised by December 2019 Board.

• Achievement  of milestones

Attract and 
Retain a 
Competent 
Workforce

• Implementation of the 
recommendations of the 
organisation realignment 
project 

• Re-alignment project underway, with staff kept consistently 
updated and engaged with regards to the process and 
project timelines.

• Implemented approved project plan 

Enhance Skills 
and 
Capabilities

• Develop and implement a 
training plan 

• Training plan partially implemented.• Completed training plan

• Implement Performance 
Management System (PMS)

• Aiming to improve adherence to the PMS cycle• Signed off contracts performance 
and reviews for 100% of employees  
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Gambling Authority Strategy Score Card Continues 

• Annual Report 2019 (this issue) to follow integrated Reporting 
Model
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“Good corporate Governance is a holistic and interrelated set of arrange-
ments to be understood and implemented in an integrated manner-good 

governance is not simply a tick-box or compliance exercise” King IV-Steering
Point by PWC



CORPORATE GOVERNANCE 
REPORT
 
According to Sir Adrian Cadbury* Corporate Governance is often defined as “the system 
by which companies are directed and controlled”*. Other definitions include a purpose 
being “to align as nearly as possible the interests of individuals organisations and 
society”.* 

The Board of the Gambling Authority is responsible for the governance of the organisation. 
It gives direction through the strategic plan, controls and monitors the organisation 
through the Executive and through policies and procedures.

REVIEW OF VISION, MISSION AND VALUES

During the year under review, the Board of the Authority reviewed and modified, the 
organisation’s values, mission, vision, and strategy to align with the National Vision 
2036 and our host Ministry Vision (Ministry of Investment Trade and Industry – MITI). 

This was to align the Authority with the nation’s aspirations and to enable the Authority 
to effectively regulate and promote responsible gaming, and contribute to the socio-
economic development of Botswana

This will rresulted  in a re-focussed Corporate Scorecard for the year and a reassessment 
of Risks and Risk Appetite in 2019/2020 financial year.

• Our Vision: Transform Botswana’s economy through safe gaming.
• Our Mission: To effectively regulate and promote responsible 

gaming, and contribute to the socio-economic development of 
Botswana 

• Our Values:Professionalism , Integrity ,Commitment, , Transparency 

OUTPUT: Identification of Game Changing Licensing Activities to be pursued     
                such as E-Gaming and Horse Racing and betting Licensing

IMPACT: Socio-economic impact, jobs, taxes, new skills and innovation

GOVERNANCE - THE BOARD

(Principle 7 of King IV)

The Board comprises eight (8) non-executive Board members appointed by the Minister 
of Investment, Trade and Industry (“MITI”) and the Chief Executive Officer who is an 
ex-officio member of the Board. 
At least half of the Board members are independent of the Shareholder, the State.

Board Secretary’s Role

The Secretary continued to provide administrative support and Governance advice to 
both the Chairperson and the Board as well as Management 
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Dates Description  T. Tafila  B. Mathipa  N. Mothobi A. Kanego  B. Monyatsi O. Machete M. Masendu  B. Tembo C. Blumton K.  Jongman TOTAL

Financial year 2018-2019

05-Apr-18

06-Apr-18

03-May-18

11-18 May-18

18-May-18

18-May-18

18-May-18

18-May-18

04-Jul-18

05-Jul-18

11-Jul-18

13-Jul-18

23-Aug-18

26-28 Aug-18

Board Chair Briefing

Ordinary Board Meeting

Special Board Meeting

South Korea Conference

Gauteng Gambling Board

MITI Leadership Forum

MITI Minister’s Briefing

MITI Leadership Forum

CEO’s Appraisal

Ordinary Board Meeting

Special Board Meeting

Special Board Meeting

GRAF Botswana

Annual Report 
Photoshoot

2,250 

11,250

10,800 

28,800 

3,600 

2,250 

2,250 

4,500

4,050 

11,250

13,050  

14,850

16,650 

48,150

BOARD MEETINGS
AND ATTENDANCE

-

-

-

- - - - - - - - -

- - -

- - -

- - -

- - -

- - -

- - -

- - -

- - -

- - -

- - -

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

- -

-

-

The table below details meetings and fora attended by members of the Board during the period under review. The table also dicloses monetary renumeration for 
each Board member.
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Dates Description  T. Tafila  B. Mathipa  N. Mothobi A. Kanego  B. Monyatsi O. Machete M. Masendu  B. Tembo C. Blumton K.  Jongman TOTAL

Financial year 2018-2019

16-21 Sept-18

19-Sep-18

06-12 Oct-18

04-Oct-18

18-Dec-18

28-Jan-19

30/01-
2/3/2019

13-Feb-19

14-Feb-19

30-Jan-19

25-Feb-19

21-Mar-19

IAGR Denmark

Special Board Meeting

Las Vegas Gaming Expo

Main Board Meeting

Main Board Meeting

Board Meeting

MITI Leadership Forum

Special Board Meeting

CEO’s Appraisal

ICE Vox London &Malta

Special Board Meeting

Board Chair Briefing

36,450

11,250

36,000

11,250 

7,650

11,250 

11,250 

13,050 

5,850  

9,000

9,450 

1,800 

TOTAL  78,750   16,200    43,200    41,400  55,800  48,600   37,800    7,200    7,200    1,800   337,950  

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

- - -

- --

- --- -

- --

- --

- --

- --

- --

- --

- --

- --

- --

-

-

- - ---

--

-- ---
- --

-

-

Attendance continued
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The purpose of the Training and Localisation Committee is to:

• Assist the Board in fulfilling its obligations relating to Training and Localisation in 
the Industry

• Empower citizen employees with the requisite skills to localise expatriate held 
positions in the Industry;  

• Monitor training and localisation in the industry in order to assist the Board in 
its responsibilities to ensure the empowerment of Citizen employees with the 
requisite skills to localise expatriate held positions in the gambling industry

• Ensure the employment of early intervention strategies and training of staff 
within licenced entities/operators;

COMPOSITION AND  ATTENDANCE

Financial year 2018-2019

Dates    Mothobi  Machete TOTAL

18-Jun-18

7-Sep-18

13-Oct-18

21-Mar-19
TOTAL 5,400.00 7,200.00 12,600.00 

3,600.00 

3,600.00 

3,600.00

1,800.00 

TRAINING AND LOCALISATION (T&L) COMMITTEE

-

The Purpose of the Excessive Gambling Prevention and Rehabilitation Committee is 
to:

• Guide and monitor the development and implementation of programmes and 
strategies aimed at preventing addictive or compulsive gambling and rehabilitat-
ing compulsive gamblers and to promote safe gambling practices

COMPOSITION AND ATTENDANCE

Financial year 2018-2019

Dates Monyatsi  TOTAL

16-May-18

18-Jun-18

5-Sep-18

14-Nov-18

3,600.00  

5,400.00  

7,200.00 

5,400.00  

TOTAL 5,400.00 28,800.00 

Tembo  

7,200.00  

Masendu  

7,200.00  

Jongman 

9,000.00  

14-Mar-19

7,200.00 

EXCESSIVE GAMBLING PREVENTION AND REHABILITATION
(EGP&R) COMMITTEE 

-

-

-

-
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The purpose of the Human Resource and Compensation committee is to:

• Assist the Board of the Gambling Authority to fulfil their corporate governance 
and oversight responsibilities in relation to continuity; succession planning and 
development of senior management; compensation matters and performance 
governance of the Gambling Authority. 

COMPOSITION AND ATTENDANCE

Financial year 2018-2019

Dates Mothobi   TOTAL

18-Jun-18

14-Aug-18

7-Sep-18

13-Nov-18

3,600.00  

3,600.00 

3,600.00  

3,600.00   

Machete  Monyatsi 

20-Feb-19

3,600.00 

28-Feb-19

3,600.00   

TOTAL 10,800.00 25,200.00 12,600.00  1,800.00  

21-Mar-19

3,600.00  

HUMAN RESOURCES (HR&C) COMMITTEE

-

-

-

-

-

-

LICENSING AND COMPLIANCE (L&C) COMMITTEE 

The purpose of the Licensing and Compliance Committee is to assist the Board to 
carry out its mandate to:

• License all forms of gambling provided for under the Act except for licences that 
require Requests for Applications (RFAs) and/or Public Hearings. Such licences 
are to be sent directly to the Board for consideration;

• License employees in the gambling industry; 
• Impose licence conditions for all licensees;
• Ensure that all licensees conduct their business in a compliant manner;
• Ensure that compliance audits and reviews are conducted; 
• Ensure that information used to assess License applications is relevant and up 

to date;
• Ensure that all Licence applicants meet the suitability criteria by having a thor-

ough investigative process;
• Ensure that registers of employees are up to date;
• Ensure that registers of gambling machines are up to date; and
• Ensure that gambling machines are subjected to the relevant technical 
• standards.

Financial year 2018-2019

Dates   Mathipa TOTAL

18-Jun-18

5-Sep-18

14-Nov-18

14-Mar-19

5,400

7,200

5,400

TOTAL 3,600.00 23,400

Kanego 

7,200.00  

Masendu 

7,200.00  

Monyatsi

5,400.00 

5,400

-

-

COMPOSITION AND ATTENDANCE
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The primary purpose of the Risk, Finance  and Audit Committee is  to:

• Ensure that the Authority adopts, maintains and applies proper accounting 
and financial reporting processes and procedures,

• Facilitate the independence of the external audit process and address issues 
resulting from the audit process, and; 

• Ensure that the Authority maintains effective risk management and internal 
controls systems.

RISK, FINANCE AND AUDIT COMMITTEE (RFAC) COMMITTEE

COMPOSITION AND  ATTENDANCE

Financial year 2018-2019

Dates

03-May-18

18-Jun-18

07-Sep-18

15-Oct-18

TOTAL 1,800.00  

Masendu 

1,800.00 

Mothobi 

9,000.00 

Blumton 

9,000.00 

Setlhare

1,800.00 

Motshegwa

3,600.00 

Machete 

9,00.00 

TOTAL

36,000.00

Mathipa 

20-Mar-19

7,200.00 

7,200.00 

5,400.00  

7,200.00

9,000.00 

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

- -

-

-
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The Gambling Authority Board has for the second time, engaged in a 
Board evaluation process. This process was developed internally and is a 
self-evaluation process and not a 360-degree approach i.e. with external 
and third-party assessments and facilitation.

The King IV Code suggest that such detailed approach be carried out 
every three years with self-evaluation taking place in between as we 
have done in this case.

It is planned that a 360-degree evaluation be carried out in the 2020/2021 
Financial year after new members of the Board are embedded and at the 
end of the current strategic plan. This will also be at a significant point in 
the current Strategic Plan cycle with measurable results.

Board assessments are planned to be carried out during 2019/2020

Below is a summary of responses that scored between 1 and 2.9 as well as between 3 
and 4.2 out of 5. Most responses above 4 have not been considered as they indicate a 
satisfactory Board performance.

Also below is a schedule of the 6 responses received at the time the report was compiled 
and the averages obtained. 

BOARD ACTIVITES AVERAGE

Board Attendance 4.4

CONCLUSION

The attendance of the board meetings has improved to a satisfactory result compared 
with the one from last year’s evaluation. The Average has improved from a 2.2 average 
recorded last year to a 4.4 average. 
There is still a concern voiced in Board Evaluations about the orientation given to newly 
elected Board Members to their role and what is expected of them. The result of 3.6 
means that this is slightly adequate but requires some improvement.

ACTION

Board has, in the Board Annual Plan approved at the April 2018 Board Meeting, 
committed itself to at least 1 Board Induction Annually for its Board Members.
The Authority has provided for Board Members to visit other regulators and attend 
gaming conferences.

BOARD ASSESSMENT AND EVALUATION
(In line with principle 9 Of King IV) 

Rankings range from 1, which is “low/disagree” to 5, which is “high/agree”, 
with a score of 3 being “satisfactory”.

Newly elected board members receive adequate orientation to 
their role and what is expected of them.

3.6

MISSION AND PURPOSE AVERAGE

Board meeting presentations and discussions consistently refer-
ence the organization’s mission statement.

3.2

CONCLUSION

The Board would like to see more discussion with reference to the Authority’s Mission, 
Vision and values.

ACTION

The format, look and feel of the Board pack is under development, and meetings 
policy has been drafted and the vision and mission will be incorporated into meeting 
documents
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GOVERNANCE AVERAGE

The board exercises its governance role:
Ensuring that the organization supports and upholds the mission 
statement, core values, vision statement, and policies.

4

CONCLUSION

• Although the mark of a 4 is the lowest in the government section, it is above 
average. A King IV Governance compliance tool is part of the scorecard  aim for  
2018-2019 and it should improve Board oversight over governance compliance. 

• The Board will continue the present system of evaluation and budget for 
360-degree evaluation in 2019-2020.

The board reviews its own performance and measures its own 
effectiveness in governance work..

4

BOARD MEMBERSHIP AVERAGE

Fellow board members review each member’s performance at 
the end of every three-year term.

2.0

CONCLUSION

• There is no 360-degree  Board evaluation and self-evaluation process as yet. 
• The current process involves the Board evaluation itself.
• The 360 evaluation is planned for 2019-2021.

OVERALL CONCLUSIONS OF 2017/18 EVALUATION

The number of items that need some improvement has improved from 
last year averages of around 3.3 - 3.5 to around averages of 4.

King IV Compliance
 
King IV Compliance Measurement Tool was in process of development and a draft 
compliance checklist was completed at year end. Finalisation and King IV compliance 
project map would be completed in the next reporting period.

This reviews would also include the implementation of Integrated Thinking within the 
organisation which recognises governance as a tool for delivering the Authority’s 
mandate as opposed to a tick box issue.

The Board

The Gambling Authority Act,2012  sets out Board membership requirements. Board 
members are appointed through a formal process by the Honourable Minister at the 
Ministry of Investment Trade and Industry (MITI). Board Members are appointed for 
a period of up to 3 years at a time and their terms of office may be extended by the 
Minister for a further period of up to 3 years, provided they still meet the criteria for 
Board Membership

Three members of the Board, including the founding Chairperson as well as the Deputy 
Chairperson completed their second and final terms of office after the end of the financial 
year 2019/2020 under review, two members completed their first terms of office and 
were eligible for reappointment .

The Board has the authority to and did appoint Committee Members from within the 
Board and four (4) from outside the Board (where certain competencies and experience 
were required in addition to those existing in the Board).
 
This is in line with Principle 7 of King IV that requires the accounting authority to 
comprise an appropriate balance of knowledge, skills, experience, diversity and 
independence.

Committees

The Board has, partly as required by the Act and in line with Principle 8 of the King IV 
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guideline, established several committees, to assist it to discharge its governance role 
and responsibilities.

A review and restructuring of these committees commenced during the year under 
review. The intention is to align with current and future global governance standards 
and the governance requirements of an ever-evolving Gambling Authority.

Board Training

The Board carried out a re-induction workshop for all Board members during the year 
under review. The workshop addressed the Gambling Act in detail as presented by 
each Head of Department from Management. This was in preparation for the exercise 
expected to be carried out/completed in the next financial year of reviewing and revising 
the Gambling Act.
 
Governance Training and Development
Institute of Directors in Southern Africa (IoDSA) Being A Director

The Board and Management continued to receive training and development towards 
certified director status. Such training is intended to improve the governance of the 
organisation as well as a more robust understanding of Board member roles of:

• Strategy Approval, 
• Risk and Opportunities Oversight, 
• Implementation of Controls/Policies and 
• Assurance thereon as well as 
• Performance Monitoring all underpinned by 
• Ethics and Ethical Conduct throughout the organisation. 

Being a Director – Certified Director Training 

IoDSA 
Part 1

IoDSA 
Part 2

IoDSA 
Part 3

IoDSA 
Part 4

IoDSA 
Part 5
Board

IoDSA 
Part 5
Finance

IoDSA 
Ethics

Members 
Awaiting
Certifica-
tion
Exams

0

12

10

8

6

4

2

Board/ Committee Members Trained

Management Trained
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The below graph captures IoDSA Governance Director certification training held 
for Board, Board Committees and Management during the year under review

Certification Training
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Governance Structure 
Governance
The Secretarial Department is accountable to The Board and to the Chief Executive 
Officer for Organisational and Board Governance, Board Support, Guidance, 
Evaluation, as well Board and Management Training and Development, Statutory 
Registers (Minutes/Attendance/Declaration of Interests and Conflict Management), 
The Company Seal.

The Secretary provides administrative support and Governance advice to the 
organisation.

The Authority has engaged on Governance renewal and reinforcement. Key to this 
will be the adoption of Integrated Thinking and incorporation into its Strategy and 
Scorecards during the next financial year. This will be an essential component of the 
journey towards Integrated Reporting.

BOARD
COMMITTEES

BOARD

BOARD 
SECRETARY

EXCO

BOARD 
SECRETARIAT

BOARD 

EXTERNAL 
AND INTER-
NAL  AUDIT 

ASSURANCE

BOARD 
COMMITTEES

RFAC/L&C/
EGP&R/T&L/

HR

CEO

RFAC-        Risk, Finance and Audit Committee
L&C-           Licensing and Compliance Committee
EGP&R-     Excessive Gambling Prevention and Rehabilitation Committee
T&L-           Training and Localisation Committee
HR-            Human Resources Committee

Governance Structure
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The authority continued with the historic establishment of the first National Lottery
Licence, during the year under review. To process applications in a transparent and 
credible way,a strict governance process and system was put in place for the project.

The framework dealt with:

Document  Issuance

The issuance of the document followed rules laid out in the Request for Applications 
(RFA).

Documents were made available on the Virtual Data Room (VDR) only to those granted 
access following payment of the requisite fee and signature of a Confidentiality 
Agreement.

Bidders Conference

A Bidders conference  was convened for those that had purchased the RFA and paid 
the requisite fee.

The conference was like a site “visit” in normal procurement language.

Only those potential bidders  who attended the conference were eligible to submit 
applications for the license to operate the National Lottery.

Fit and Proper Test

Bidders were required to submit ‘‘Fit and Proper” test documentation as part of the 
application process.This would be evaluated as part of the licencing process.

Submission and Receipt of Applications

The process, as defined by the RFA and through the VDR, was outsourced.

The process was to follow industry practise and be congnisant of  Public Procurement 
and Asset Disposal Board (PPADB) requirements.

Evaluation

The Authority has outsourced the evalouation of bids.

Provisional Award of Licence - Board Decision

The Authority shall, after satisfying itself that the Licence Application Evaluation and 
RFA process was conducted properly, announce the preferred bidder and a reserve 
bidder.

Licence Negotiations before Final Award of Licence

Before award of the Licence, the Authority Management will negotiate through powers 
delegated by the Board to Management, the licence to be awarded with the preferred 
bidder and if necessary thereafter, the reserve bidder.

Final Award of National Lottery Licence

The Board will make the final award after the conclusion of licence negotiations with the 
succesful bidder.

Assurance

The Board appointed a reputable independent external assurance provider to audit the 
entire process and to satisfy itself that the process undertaken has been fair,
transparent and implemented according to the requirements of the RFA document.

National Lottery Licensing  Framework
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National Lottery Licensing Governance Stucture FUTURE GOVERNANCE PROJECTS 

Website Development

The integration of a governance website will be implemented during the next two (2) 
financial years, to incorporate the establishment of a National Lottery Distribution 
Fund process, on completion of the ongoing National Lottery licensing process for the 
Botswana’s first ever National Lottery.

Board Annual Strategic Review 

The 2018 Board Annual Strategy Review and Board Meetings were held successfully

MITI Parastatals Secretaries’ Forum

Although no meetings were held, constant contact with two other Parastatal Board 
Secretaries enabled sharing of knowledge and experience. 
Board Pad experience shared, would enable the Authority to specify and procure a 
system to be implemented in 2019/20 year.

Joint Board training and development to share costs and improve personal and 
corporate governance capability is yet to be carried out together but opportunities for 
joint training and development are shared.

Evaluation and Internal Audit

As per Principle 9 of the King IV guidelines, Board engaged in self-evaluation during 
the year under review
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“Sense and deal with problems in their smallest state, before they
grow bigger and become fatal” Pearl Zhu



Risk Management and Combined Assurance

The Gambling Authority recognizes that it shall be exposed to both internal and external 
risks whilst in pursuit of its strategic plan. The Authority is also cognizant to the fact that 
materialization of these risks may impede it from achieving its strategic objectives and 
thus believes risk management is integral to the achievement of the Strategy. 

As per requirements of Principle 11 of King IV Report on Corporate Governance, the 
Board of the Gambling Authority has assumed responsibility for the oversight of Risk 
Management. The Board has delegated the review of the organisation’s internal control 
and risk management systems to the Risk, Finance and Audit Committee. 

The Committee ensures that risk is considered at Strategy setting and that mitigating 
activities are applied throughout the implementation phases. The Committee also 
considers organizational risk registers and periodically reviews these for effectiveness. 
All significant matters of a high-risk nature are escalated to the Board for consideration 
and decision making.

Enterprise-wide Risk Management

The Gambling Authority adopted an Enterprise-wide Risk Management Framework 
which provides a methodology that enables future activity to take place in a consistent 
and controlled manner and aiding achievement of objectives set. The Authority believes 
that sound risk management not only contributes to good governance, but also reinforces 
the stewardship role played by the Authority’s Executives through the exercise of proper 
due diligence in the process of value creation for its stakeholders. 

The Authority recognizes Risk Management to be an integral component of its fabric 
and that successful risk management requires implementation of a thorough and 
consistent enterprise-wide approach to risk identification, analysis and evaluation, and 
by adopting sound communication practices. The Gambling Authority is thus in a more 
practical position to controlling the negative consequences of risk and exploiting the 
opportunities for growth and value creation.

OUR APPROACH TO 
MANAGING RISK
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The Organisation conducted a risk assessment on the Corporate Scorecard. The Assessment reviewed all corporate 
objectives to assess any impediments that could deter management from achieving the objectives, including rating 
the risks and developing mitigating actions to reduce exposure. The Corporate Risk Register was considered and 
approved by the Gambling Authority Board and is reviewed quarterly to ensure that the organisations risk profile is 
managed to an acceptable level. 
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Interpretation Required 
Management Action

Escalation 
Requirements

Timing

Management should pro-
actively manage risk by taking 
immediate remedial action 
to reduce exposure to an 
acceptable level.

• Board
• Risk, Finance & Audit 

Committee (RFAC)

• Monthly tracking and 
reporting to Management

• Quarterly Reporting to 
RFAC and Board or as 
required due to severity.

Red

High Risk
 
(Unacceptable)

Management should actively 
manage risk by monitoring 
implementation of mitigation 
strategies.

• Board
• Risk, Finance & Audit 

Committee (RFAC)

• Monthly tracking and 
reporting to Management

• Quarterly Reporting to 
RFAC and Board.

Amber

Medium Risk
 
(Tolerable, but action required 
to avoid escalation a Red 
status

Management should monitor 
and manage as appropriate. 
Should consider reduction of 
mitigation costs.

• Risk, Finance & Audit 
Committee (RFAC)

• Monthly tracking and 
reporting to Management

• Quarterly Reporting to 
RFAC.

Green

Low Risk
 
(Acceptable)
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Business objectives of 
key process/areas

Strategy Initiative Risks Impact Planned actions

Drive financial 
sustainability

Develop a business case 
to be presented to Govt for 
financial sustainability

Likelihood Score RatingNo

1
1. Govt policy may want 

to retain budgetary 
funding through the 
consolidated fund

2. Under performance of 
the levies to sustain the 
Authority

1. Follow-up with Ministry 
on development of Levy 
Fund.

2. Review budgeting 
process 

3 93 High

Finance Perspective

Create a diversified 
Gambling Industry

Issue Lottery, bingo and 
horse/ sports betting licenc-
es and Casino Licences

2
1. Lack of funding for 

evaluation and other 
required consultants.

2. Lack of expertise 
internally for licensing of 
new license types

1. Stakeholder 
Engagement 

2. Expedite resolution to 
fund order impasse to 
facilitate for funding of 
new license types. 

3. Engaging technical 
advisors to assist 
with quality/process 
assurance and 
evaluation.

3 93 High

Stakeholder Perspective  

Engage Stakeholders
Develop and execute 
Stakeholder Engagement 
Plan

3
1. Lack of execution 

of stakeholder 
engagement plan

1. Project management 
plan

2. Continuous review and 
reporting

3 22 Low
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Business objectives of 
key process/areas

Strategy Initiative Risks Impact Planned actionsLikelihood Score RatingNo

Stakeholder Perspective  

Engage Stakeholders
Develop and implement a 
corporate brand 
proposition, strategy and 
plan (brand identity)

3
1. Limited Resources e.g 

in-house capabilities
2. Lack of funding

1. Budget prioritisation
2. Pre-brand proposition 

activities (in-house)
2 42 Low

Develop a robust 
policy and regulatory 
framework

Develop and Implement a 
responsible and safe gam-
bling programme rules

4
1. Non - Acceptance of 

the programme by 
operators 

2. Misaligned messaging/
programme & failure to 
reach audience

3. Potential lack of in-
house Expertise

1. Targeted stakeholder 
engagement 

2. Conduct baseline 
research on prevalence 
of problem gambling

3. Engage external 
expertise to assist with 
the development of a 
responsible and safe 
gambling programme.

3 93 High

Internal Process Perspective

Develop regulations for 
Bingo, National Lottery, 
Betting

1. Lengthy process at 
AG’s

2. Lack of Industry 
knowledge

1. Continued follow up 
and engagement of 
Ministry and Attorney 
General.

2. Acquire industry training 
and knowledge

2 42 Low
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Business objectives of 
key process/areas

Strategy Initiative Risks Impact Planned actionsLikelihood Score RatingNo

Develop a robust 
policy and regulatory 
framework

Establish an enforcement 
unit within the Authority 4

1. Lack of funds 
2. Deficient organisational 

structure

1. Public education 
addressing gambling 
issues

2. MOUs with BPS, 
BURS, DCEC, FIA and 
DIS

3. GA organisational 
realignment

2 42 Medium

Internal Process Perspective

Leverage on Technology 
and deploy paperless 
environment

1. Deficient Information 
Technology Security

1. IT security risk 
assessment and 
vulnerability testing

2. Recruitment of an IT 
Manager

3 62 Medium
Leverage on
 Technology

5

Implement GA Enterprise 
Risk Management 
Framework

1. Extended Business 
Interruption in the event 
a disaster takes place.

1. Recruitment of a Risk 
Manager / Office

2. Development of a 
Business Continuity 
Plan

2 42 Low
Ensure Effective Risk 
Management 

6

Learning and Growth

Engage Stakeholders
Implementation of
 recommendations of the 
organisation realignment 
project 

7
1. Inadequate funding to 

support organisational 
realignment

1. Engage Minister and 
PS on the output of 
the organisational 
realignment exercise

3 93 High
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Combined Assurance 

Board and Executive Management

Business Functions Risk Management
Internal Audit External Audit

Combined Assurance and Risk Management Model

1
Identify

Risk

3
Communi-

cate
Risk

4
Mitigate

Risk

2
Assess

Risk

Risk
Management
Framework

Risk Analysis
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Risk EvaluationRisk
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The Authority has adopted a combined assurance approach which aims to optimally deploy 
specific roles and to coordinate the efforts of the different assurance providers to ensure that 
duplication of coverage in assurance services is minimized. The fusion of the various assurance 
providers assists the Board in its oversight duties to ensure that there is adequate and conscience 
information to assist the Board in its decision making.

Management Responsibility

Management is responsible for ensuring that there is sound internal control over 
financial and operational reporting. The internal control and risk management processes 
associated with financial and operational reporting have been planned in such a way 
that there is reasonable assurance over the reliability of reporting and to ensure that the 
applicable laws and regulations have been complied to. Management has developed 
policies and procedures that encourage a strong ethical environment which supports 
the values and principles through which business operations should be conducted 

47

within the Authority. 

Internal Audit

The Board has established a dedicated Internal Audit department to offer internal 
assurance services to the Authority. The Internal Audit department is an independent 
assurance provider that undertakes reviews geared towards providing assurance and 
insight to the Board on matters relating to: 

• Efficiency and effectiveness of risk management, control and governance;
• Reliability of financial and operational reporting;
• Compliance with policies, procedures and laws;
• Safeguarding assets of the Authority.

The Board has approved an Internal Audit Charter which outlines the purpose, authority 
and responsibilities of the Internal Audit department. The Charter also establishes the 
independence of the Internal Auditors by defining the reporting role of the department 
directly to the Board through the Risk, Finance and Audit Committee. The Committee 
reviews and approves a 3 year Risk Based Internal Audit Plan and also provides 
oversight over the Internal Audit function and its reporting. The Board has committed to 
support and place reliance on the work of Internal Audit.

External Audit

As prescribed by the Gambling Act of 2012, the Authority is required to engage services 
of an external auditor whose responsibility is to examine the financial statements of 
the Authority and provide an opinion on whether they provide a true and fair reflection 
of the authority’s financial position. The external auditors work with internal audit to 
ensure that there is no duplication of efforts and also to ensure that collectively there is 
adequate assurance coverage.

Anti-Corruption Policy and Whistle-Blowing Hotline
The Gambling Authority has adopted a zero-tolerance stance to fraud and unethical business 
practices. In an endeavor to dissuade unethical business practices, fraud and to promote 
transparency, the organisation has adopted an Anti-Corruption Policy and an independent 
Whistle-blowing Service through which wrongdoing may anonymously be reported. The Policy 
defines the various reporting mechanisms and provides for the protection of whistleblowers. 



Internal Control and 
Risk Management Report

Audit assignment Status Business unit Rating Follow-up Audit
Finance and 
Procurement project 

Completed Finance and 
Administration

Amber Green

Information T
echnology

Completed Finance and 
Administration

Amber Green

1

2

Human Resources Completed Human Resources Amber Planned for 20193

Follow-up Finance and 
Procurement

Completed Finance and 
Administration

Green4

Governance At 
finalisation

Board Secretary5

Operations Ongoing Operations Department6

Internal Audit Plan 2018-19

To be Rated Planned for 2019

Planned for 2020

Green

To be Rated

Internal Audit Plan 2018-19Internal Audit

The Internal Audit department is an independent, objective assurance and consulting 
activity designed to add value and improve operations of the Gambling Authority. It 
helps an organization accomplish its objectives by bringing a systematic, disciplined 
approach to evaluating and improving the effectiveness of risk management, control, 
and governance processes. To achieve this, the department has adopted a Risk Based 
Internal Audit Plan which seeks to add value by providing assurance and insight to 
Management and the Board.

Resourcing

Recruitment of Internal Audit team was completed in the first quarter of the financial 
year. The new team members comprised of the Internal Audit Manager and 2 Internal 
Auditors. The team was duly inducted in conformance with the Authority’s induction 
program.

Risk Based Internal Audit Plan

The department started its first internal audits during the current financial period. The 
Board approved a 3-year Risk Based Internal Audit Plan through which the department 
would give assurance to both Management and Board regarding the state of risk 
management, governance and internal control.
The following internal audits were planned for the period under review. The aggregate 
outcome from internal audits conducted presents a partially adequate control environment 
which requires improvement. Management has committed to ensuring closure of all 
audit findings to minimise risk exposure and strengthen the state of internal control. The 
Internal Audit department shall conduct follow-up audits to assess the extent to which 
finding are resolved.
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Facilitation of Risk Assessment Process and Development of 
Corporate Risk Register 
As part of its consulting activity, the Internal Audit department facilitated a risk assessment 
workshop on the Corporate Scorecard. This process identified and evaluated strategic 
risks that may impede the Authority from achieving its objectives. Mitigative controls 
were developed to treat risks and reduce severity to an acceptable level thus enhancing 
opportunity for achievement of set objectives. The output of the risk assessment process 
was the corporate risk register, which was reviewed by the Board on a quarterly basis to 
assess efforts advanced by management in managing risk exposure.





“A company can seize extra-ordinary opportunities only if it is very 
good at the ordinary operations” Marcel Telles
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The report provides an overview of the activities and work performed throughout the year 
by the Operations Department. Furthermore, the report includes a detailed summary of 
the performance of the Operations department during the year 2018/2019 as well as a 
medium-term outlook into the future.

Throughout 2018, the Operations Department focused on the regulatory compliance 
through implementation of a number of innovative internal and external initiatives which 
improved overall governance and supervision of the gaming sector. In 2018, the Authority 
continued to further strengthen its Anti-Money Laundering/Combating Financing of 
Terrorism (AML/CFT) supervision, in order to ensure effectiveness in the mitigation of  
Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing ML/FT risks relating to gambling services. 

The Operations Department has a total staff complement of 18 and falls under the 
supervision of the Chief Operating Officer and his office administrator. The operations 
Department is made up of the Licensing Service unit and Compliance and Monitoring 
unit.

LICENCING SERVICES UNIT

The licensing unit remains a fundamental part of the Authority. The unit is headed by the 
Licensing Services Manager who is assisted by 4 analysts.  The unit ensures effective 
supervision, regulation and protection of the industry. During the period under review, 
the following 9 casino licences were still in issue;

Name of  
Casino

Location No of EGM-
Floor

No of 
Tables-Floor

Licence Expiry
Date

Grand Palm

Gaborone Sun

Moonlite

Thakadu

Sedibeng

Menateng

Marang

Kings

Teemane

Gaborone

Gaborone

Gaborone

Letlhakane

Francistown

Selibe-Phikwe

Francistown

Lobatse

Jwaneng

150

140

53

50

50

58

58

50

57

16

11

0

0

0

0

0

4

0

29/04/2021

01/07/2023

23/10/2026

09/09/2025

31/07/2022

15/08/2021

02/07/2023

07/07/2023

10/09/2021

For the financial year 2018/2019, the licensing unit maintained its risk averse and cau-
tious regulatory approach while remaining open to sensible licensing applications with 
the potential to introduce a level of diversification into the Botswana economy. The 
following are the Unit’s highlights for the year 2018/2019;

Licensed Casino Operators
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Request for Applications

Following its efforts to create a dynamic gambling industry, by issuing the national 
lottery request for application in the financial year 2017/2018, the licensing unit has 
since issued a request for application for Casino licences. In issuing its request for 
application, the Authority followed its licensing and Investigations procedure manual. A 
graphic presentation of the process is detailed below;

The Authority issued the Request for Application (RFA) on the 23rd August 2018 which 
was followed by a compulsory Bidders Conference on the 4th December 2018. The 
Authority then received proposals on the 29th January 2019.

As part of the licensing process, a notice of application for casino licence was published 
on the 22nd February 2019 to afford members of the public an opportunity to view 

and submit any objections with regard to the casino application. In accordance with 
Regulation 68, a public hearing was held on the 4th September 2019. This afforded 
the board an opportunity to address any questions or clarifications with regards to the 
application submitted. Furthermore, the public hearing afforded the public an opportunity 
to view the proceedings of the hearing for purposes of transparency. The final stage of 
the process will be the awarding of the licence by the Authority.

Issue RFA
28 days 
purchase 
period

Opening day for 
Enquiries

Compulsory
Bidders 
Conference

Closing date for 
enquiries

Submission of 
Applications

Advertising the 
application in 
newspapers, 
website and 
the Botswana 
Gazette 

Closing date for 
receipt of 
Objections

Evaluations 
Completed

Public Hearings Award of 
Licenses

Licensing process
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228

238

236

234

232

230

2017/2018 2018/2019

Licenced Casino Employees

Service Providers

For any company to be able to sell, lease, distribute, import, maintain, repair or test 
any gambling machine or device they are required to register with the Authority. For the 
financial year under review, the Authority registered 1 new service provider, bringing 
the total number of registered service providers to 10. The list of service providers is as 
follows;

Name of Service Provider

• Aruze Gaming Africa (Pty) Ltd
• Kalula Trade 23 (Pty) Ltd t/a Specialised Video Solutions
• International Game Technology Africa (Pty) Ltd
• Associated Casino Management Services (Pty) Ltd
• SG Gaming Africa (Pty) Ltd
• Signature Gaming (Pty) Ltd
• Umlingo Trade and Invest 70 (Pty) Ltd
• umAfrika Gaming Technologies (Pty) Ltd
• Novomatic Africa (Pty) Ltd
• TCS John Huxley Africa (Pty) Ltd

Total Number Licenced Casino Employees

Percentage of Licenced Casino Employees in 2018/2019

Grand Palm Gaborone Sun Moonlite Thakadu Sedibeng

Menateng Marang Kings Teemane

43%

3%

30%

3%

9%
3%
3%
3%
4%

53

Casinos

Casinos remain as the major sector of the Gambling Industry. With 9 casino licensees, 
the sector contributes to the employment of Botswana. For the financial year under 
review, the casino sector employed a total of 231 employees. This is a single digit 
decrease in number of employees from the financial year 2017/2018 which accounted 
for 237 employees, and the decrease is attributed to retiring and/or resignations of 
employees.



Promotional Competitions

In ensuring that the rights of consumers are protected, the Licensing Unit is mandated 
to oversee the running of promotional competitions in Botswana. A promotional 
competition is defined in the Gambling Act 2012 as “a lottery conducted for the purpose 
of promoting the sale or use of any goods or services” with Section 67 of the Act outlining 
the provisions on the conduct of promotional competitions.

For the year 2018/2019 the promotional competition regulations were finalized and are 
awaiting publication. In anticipation of the regulations, the Licensing Unit embarked 
in the Stakeholder Engagement Pitso to create awareness of the proposed Gambling 
Regulations. The Pitso sessions were held in Gaborone on the 2nd April 2019 and 
Francistown on the 9th April 2019. 

For the year under review, the Licensing Unit also considered 65 promotional 
competitions, and these are summarized below;

Of the 65 promotional competitions considered, 55 requests to conduct competitions 
were approved whilst 10 were rejected. The general reasons for rejection of the requests 
to conduct promotional competitions were; 

• Requirements not met;
• Incomplete application;
• the proposed activities not being under the Authority’s mandate;
• Avague proposal that does not address the information required;
• Insufficient information; and
• Confusing promotional competitions with private lotteries

0

50

40

30

20

10

60

Promotional Competitions Considered 2018/2019

Promotional Competition
Approved

Promotional Competition 
Rejected
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Of the 25 private lottery applications considered, 18 requests to conduct private lotteries 
were approved whilst 7 were rejected. The general reasons for rejection of the requests 
to conduct the private lotteries were;

• Requirements not being met;
• Incomplete application;
• Avague proposal that does not address the information required; and
• Insufficient information.

COMPLIANCE AND MONITORING UNIT

The Compliance and Monitoring Unit within the Operations Department is tasked with 
ongoing monitoring and effective supervision of all operators licenced by the Gambling 
Authority. The unit is headed by the Compliance Monitoring Manager who is assisted 
by 10 inspectors. The unit is further tasked with ensuring that licensed entities operate 
in accordance with the applicable obligations mandated by law and the relevant licence 
conditions, with a specific focus on ensuring a compliance culture amongst licensees.

For the purpose of this report, below are the areas that the Compliance and Monitoring 
Unit has covered.

• Inspections
• Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Financing of Terrorism Supervision
• Casino Requests
• Casino Promotional Competition
• Number of Machines Crushed
• Investigations
• Complaints

Inspections

The Authority carries out inspections in all licensed land-based gaming establishments, 
namely casinos. During the year under review, the team conducted 14 inspections, a 
decrease of 13% when compared with the number of inspections carried out in 2017/18.

The decrease was influenced by the financial constraints which the Authority was facing 
therefore casinos further away from Gaborone were not inspected, hence cutting costs 
for the Authority.

Private Lotteries(Raffles) Considered  2018/2019

Private Lotteries
Approved

Private Lotteries
Rejected
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Private Lotteries (Raffles)

The Licensing Unit considers applications made by society’s or charitable institutions 
desiring to conduct private lotteries. Section 64 of the Gambling Act,2012 states that 
a private lottery is lawful if it is provided on behalf of a society or an institution or 
organisation prescribed as a charitable institution or organisation.
 
For the period under review the Licensing Unit considered 25 applications and these are 
summarized as follows;



Grand 
Palm

Gaborone 
Sun

Moonlite ThakaduSedibengMenateng Marang KingsTeemanePeriod

Casino Inspections

2017/
2018 22 22 22 2

TOTAL

11 31 11 4

TOTAL

GRAND
TOTAL

Casino Inspections 2018/2019

Casino Inspections 2018/2019

Grand Palm Gaborone Sun Moonlite Thakadu Sedibeng

Menateng Marang Kings Teemane

22%

7%

7%

14%

7%

7%

7%

29%

Anti Money Laundering and Counter Financing of Terrorism 
Supervision

The Gambling Authority as a Supervisory Authority to Casinos in 
accordance to the Financial Intelligence Act 2019 and Financial Intelligence 
Regulations 2019 is obliged to conduct Anti-Money Laundering and 
Counter Financing of Terrorism (“AML/CFT”) Risk-Based Supervision on 
Casinos

Over and above, the Authority is also obliged to comply with other 
global AML/ CFT standards such Financial Action Task Force (FATF) 
40 Recommendations.

The FATF continually identifies and reviews jurisdictions with strategic AML/CFT 
deficiencies that present a risk to the international financial system and closely monitors 
their progress. 

The FATF’s International Co-operation Review Group (ICRG) oversees the process. In 
an assessment done by the ICRG, Botswana was grey listed due to the risk it presented 
to the financial system. In efforts to improve the status of the country, the Gambling 
Authority is to fulfil the Action Items as set by the ICRG. Below is the Actions Plan and 
the progress made by the Authority in the year 2018/2019.
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2018/
2019

2 2

18

2 0

14

32



Supervision and Enforcement
Action Item Actions Taken Completion Date
Designated Non-Financial Businesses and 
Professions (DNFBP) supervisors must develop a 
risk-based AML/CFT supervision manual.

The Authority developed a draft Supervisory Manual. The Manual provides 
guidance on identifying and controlling risks associated with Money Laundering 
(ML), Terrorist Financing (TF) and Proliferation Financing (PF). The manual 
enables the Authority to be able to apply resources, aimed at ensuring that the 
risks are mitigated effectively using the risk-based approach.

31st March 2019

Provide staff with adequate training in AML/CFT 
supervision.

The   Authority   conducted   AML/CFT   training   for 28 employees. The training 
covered, amongst others, the overview of the AML/CFT/PF supervision, FATF 
recommendations and the expectations to address the Mutual Evaluation Report 
deficiencies. 

21st–23rd May 
2018

Provide staff with adequate training in AML/CFT 
supervision.

Furthermore, The Financial Intelligence Agency (F.I.A.) conducted training on 
Money laundering and control measures as per the FIA Act and Regulations.

9th November 
2019

Implement risk-based supervision or monitoring 
programmes including inspections.

The Authority completed the initial Rule based AML/CFT inspections for the nine 
(9) Casinos in order to understand the sector. The results of the inspections 
and the National Risk Assesment (NRA) will be used to inform the risk-based 
supervision approach.

18th February-
March 22nd, 2019

FinanciaI Institutions (FI’s) and DNFBP supervisors, 
jointly with the FIA where necessary, should conduct 
outreach programmes to the reporting entities to 
enhance application of AML/CFT obligations.

The Authority cascaded the FIA  Act and guidelines   to   all   Casino   operators   
to   enable   them   to   develop AML/CFT/PF policies and to make them aware of 
their obligations in terms of the FIA Act

7th February 2019

Ensuring supervisors promote understanding and 
implementation of PF obligations   by   FIs   and 
DNFBPs.

The awareness on PF was done during the cascading workshop   of the FIA  
Guidelines

7th February
2019

International Cooperative Review Group Action Plan
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The potential vulnerability of the gaming sector to money laundering is a primary 
concern of the Gambling Authority. In the year under review, the Authority 
continued to strengthen its AML supervision in order to ensure a coherent and 
effective supervision of the industry. The Authority has always been mindful 
that a risk-based approach is maintained in order to ensure that the necessary 
safeguards are in place to cater for the prevention of money laundering and/or 
funding of terrorism. 

Furthermore, the Authority conducted Casino Targeted Inspections, where the 
focus was mainly on Anti Money Laundering and Counter Financing of Terrorism.

Casino Targeted Inspection AML/CFT 2018/2019

CASINO REQUESTS

As part of the Compliance function, all Casinos are required to request approval from 
the Gambling authority, when 

• Making a machine move on the gaming floor;
• Changing the denomination of the machine;
• Changing the return to player percentage of the machine;
• Or any other request that needs approval from the Authority.

During the year under review the Gambling Authority received a total of 48 requests in 
all Casinos, an increase of 30% when compared with the number of Casino requests 
received in the financial year of 2017/18.

All the casino requests received during the year under review where approved by the 
Authority.

Casino Requests 2018/2019
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Grand 
Palm

Gaborone 
Sun

Moonlite ThakaduSedibengMenateng Marang KingsTeemanePeriod

Casino Targeted Inspection AML/CFT

2017/
2018 00 00 00 0

TOTAL

11 11 11 1

TOTAL

GRAND
TOTAL

2018/
2019

0 0

0

1 9

9

9

Grand 
Palm

Gaborone 
Sun

Moonlite ThakaduSedibengMenateng Marang KingsTeemanePeriod

CasinoRequests (Denom, RTP% Machine Move)

2017/
2018 11 71 311 0

TOTAL

23 104 423 0

TOTAL

GRAND
TOTAL

2018/
2019

0 2

26

1 1

48

78



Casino Requests 2018/2019

Grand Palm Gaborone Sun Moonlite Thakadu Sedibeng

Menateng Marang Teemane

48%

6%

9%

2%

4%

21%

8%

2%
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Casino Promotional Competitions

It is a requirement for all Casino operators licensed by the Gambling Authority, to get 
approval to run a casino promotional competition.

During the year under review the Gambling Authority received a total of 25 requests to 
run casino promotional competition in all casinos, an increase of 12% when compared 
with the number of Casino Promotional Competition requests received in the financial 
year of 2017/18.

Casino Promotional Competitions 2018/2019

Casino Promotional Competitions 2018/2019

36%

12%

4%

12%

12%

4%

20%

Grand Palm Gaborone Sun Moonlite Thakadu Sedibeng

Menateng Marang

Grand 
Palm

Gaborone 
Sun

Moonlite ThakaduSedibengMenateng Marang KingsTeemanePeriod

Casino Promotional Competitions

2017/
2018 33 60 05 0

TOTAL

33 91 05 0

TOTAL

GRAND
TOTAL

2018/
2019

0 3

20

3 1

25

45



Number of Machines Crushed

The Gambling Authority receives and considers requests for crushing of gambling ma-
chines and devices. The Licensees requests for crushing of machines or devices 
for various reasons mainly;

• Disposal of old gambling machines or devices to allow for new machines
• Old gambling machines or devices not compatible with the latest central  

monitoring system versions and 
• Manufactures or Suppliers no longer supply or manufacture repair parts for old 

machines.

Number of machines crushed chart

Grand Palm Gaborone Sun Teemane

22%

42%

36%
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All machines licensed by the Gambling Authority should be crushed upon 
approval from the Gambling Authority. During the year under review the Gambling 
Authority witnessed the crushing of 171 machines from three casinos, an increase 
of 79% when compared with the number of machines crushed in the financial 
year of 2017/18 thus reducing the ratio of old machines in Botswana.

Grand 
Palm

Gaborone 
Sun

Moonlite ThakaduSedibengMenateng Marang KingsTeemanePeriod

Number of Machines Crushed

2017/
2018 00 019 00 0

TOTAL

00 620 3772 0

TOTAL

GRAND
TOTAL

2018/
2019

0 0

19

0 0

171

190

Number of machines Crushed table 2018/2019 Destruction of Deregistered Gaming Machines
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Player Support

The Gambling Authority considers complaints or grievances from punters in order 
to mediate between the players and operators. Mostly punters complain of unfair 
treatment, exclusions imposed on them by Operators and unfair competition in 
promotional competitions. 

The complaints investigations are conducted in consultation with the operators to ensure 
that the operator took reasonable steps in handling the complaint, this ensures that the 
ultimate resolution reached does not aggrieve either party.

The Authority through its compliance and monitoring unit received a total of twelve (12) 
complaints during the year under review, in which eleven (11) were from the Casinos 
and one (1) from a Promotional Competition. 

A percentage breakdown of all received complaints is presented below;

Registered  Complaints 2018/2019

8.3%

50%

33%

8.3%

Unfair Exclusion Unfair Treatment

Injustice Unfair Competition



Investigations

The Authority carried out a total of nine (9) investigations during the period under review. 
These investigations were triggered by tip offs from members of the public and some 
were reported to the Authority. Some of the cases investigated include illegal gambling 
where gambling machines were made available to the public illegally, that is without 
a gambling licence issued in accordance with Section 124 of the Gambling Act 2012. 
Moreover, there were cases of illegal private lotteries and promotional competitions 
which were not approved by the Authority contrary to requirements of the Gambling Act 
2012.

Case Description Outcome

Illegal 
Gambling

Investigations were conducted between the 7th -12th of January 2019 in Francistown, Tonota, 
Mandunyane and Mathangwane. The investigations revealed that indeed there was illegal gambling 
that had taken place at these locations, However the perpetrators removed machines from the above-
mentioned locations before the Authority and Law enforcement officers arrived at the respective scenes.

There was no further actions 
taken against the perpetrators.

Location

Northeast District 
– Mathangwane, 
Tonota, 
Mandunyane 
villages

Illegal 
Win a Car 
Raffle

An investigation was conducted on an unlicensed raffle themed “Win a car” scheduled for 04-06 May 
2018. This raffle was intended to promote an event in Gaborone. 

The raffle was ceased with 
immediate effect and the 
operator was requested to 
compensate participants who 
purchased the raffle tickets.

Gaborone

Unlawful
Lottery

An investigation was conducted on an unlawful lottery which was discovered on Facebook. The 
investigations revealed that the competition was classified as gambling in a lottery form as the tickets 
were to be made available nationwide and to all tertiary students in Botswana, therefore contravening 
Section 64 of the Gambling Act, 2012. 

The organizers were 
sensitized of the Gambling 
Act and that their competition 
is in contravention of the Act. 
The competition was ceased 
before tickets were sold to the 
public. 

Gaborone

Investigations Conducted in the year 2018/2019
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Investigations were carried out to ensure that members of the public are protected 
against illegal activities. During some of the investigations the Authority worked with law 
enforcement agencies such as the Criminal Investigation Department of the Botswana 
Police Service.

Below are the cases investigated during the year under review. 





“Human resources are like natural resources; they are often
buried deep...You have to create the circumstances

where they show themselves” Ken Robinson



Human Resources Report

Organisation Re-alignment 

The Authority‘s seminal strategic plan developed in 2014 was followed by the 
development of an organisational structure that was deemed appropriate for the setup 
phase of the Authority. After several years of operation, it became apparent that the 
initial organisational setup will not be adequate to drive the challenging mandate of 
regulating and supervising a wide, dynamic and diverse spectrum of gambling activities 
as stipulated in the Gambling Act of 2012.

It is against this background that the Authority management contracted Flocash to conduct 
a thorough review and analysis of the current organisation structure to determine the 
extent to which it supports the mandate and strategy of the organisation.  The purpose 

of the organisational review/re-alignment exercise is to propose an appropriate, fair and 
equitable organisation structure for the Authority to ensure operational excellence. 

Technical Learning and Development

Financial Intelligence Agency (FIA)

All Authority staff attended a presentation by the Financial Intelligence Agency (FIA) 
as a way of sensitizing staff on the relationship between FIA and the Authority and the 
Authority’s duty as a gaming supervisor. Gambling is one of the Industries that money 
launderers use as a way of placing “dirty money” into the financial sector.  

Our People

36%

64%

Males

Females
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The Gambling Authority has been appointed by the FIA as a supervisor for gaming 
activities which currently covers casinos.  The Authority is listed as a reporting entity 
while the casinos are listed as the obliged entity.  Therefore, the Authority must train 
and sensitize gaming operators about money laundering and the duty of the operator to 
report suspicious transactions carried out by its customers.

Gaming Regulator’s Africa Forum

The 14th Gaming Regulators Africa Forum (GRAF) annual Conference was held in 
Gaborone, Botswana from the 26 to 29th August 2018 at the Gaborone International 
Convention Centre (GICC).  The theme for the conference was “The socio-economic 
impact of harmonised gaming regulation in the era of rapid technological advancement”.  
The Authority ensured that it maximized hosting GRAF by registering forty-seven (47) 
staff including board members to attend the conference and engage in knowledge 
exchange with regional peers in gaming regulation.

Corruption Prevention Committee (CPC) Workshop

The Gambling Authority established a corruption prevention committee as per 
recommendations from the Directorate on Corruption and Economic Crime (DCEC).  
Their responsibility is to keep a constant check on organizational operations and 
procedures and ensure that there are no opportunities for corruption.

Employee Occupational Health and Wellness

The Gambling Authority is passionate about the overall well-being of staff and in that 
vien has engaged a health and wellness service provider to cater for staff physical and 
mental health.  The services also include an Employee Assistance Programme that 
provides counselling for all staff members and their families.

Employees Engagement

The Gambling Authority prides itself in continuous engagement with staff on various 
media platforms and through various fora to ensure ease of communication flow 
especially for the execution of the organizational strategy.

The Communication and Board Secretariat’s departments facilitate structured meetings 
such as the CEO staff meeting, EXCO and internal newsletters and memos.

Internship Programme

Following the Government’s initiative to put in place an internship programme for 
unemployed young graduates, and cognisant of the fact that gaming is a less known field 
in Botswana, it has become important for the Gambling Authority to develop operational 
guidelines that will facilitate effective recruitment of interns into the Authority.

The Authority undertakes to offer an Internship Programme to enable interns, acquire 
actual real-world experience and to provide interns with a comprehensive and realistic 
view of workplace environment – to learn more about the gaming industry, field, 
technology and services or products. 

During the year under reporting the Authority had under its programme six Interns from 
various fields, such as Human Resources, Communication and Legal. 

Staff Enlightment and Empowerment

During the year under review the Authority continued to expose its employees to various 
forms of enlightenment and empowerment targeting four broad topics, as demonstrated 
below. The engagement sessions were provided through our internal and external 
partners such Stockford Health,  Alexander Forbes and Financial Intelligence Agency 
(FIA)
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Policies and Procedures

• Secrecy and Confidentiality Policy
• Performance Management System
• Legal Policy
• Finance Procedures Manual

Staff Benefits  
 

• Pension Fund
• Social Club Establishment and 
• Management

Health and Welness

• Effects of Drug Abuse
• Commemoration of Blood Donation
• Liver Disorders
• Stress Management
• Breast Cancer Awareness
• Commemoration of World Aids Day
• Financial Literacy
• Hygiene
• Client Support Information Session

Learnership

• Money laundering and Financing 
terrorism

• Gaming regulations
• Remote gaming
• Anti-Money laundering and combating 

the financing of terrorism training
• Asian Racing
• GRAF
• Fire Marshal Training
• IAGR
• Being a director part 1-5
• ICE Africa
• Train the trainer
• World Lotteries Commission
• Effective Minute taking
• AML/CFT Risk-Based Supervision for 

supervisory Authorities
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Enlightenment and Empowerment Sessions 
2018/2019

2.  Occupational Health;
     Employee undergoing eye test

1

1.  Emergency Preparedness;
     Employees undergoing first aid training

2



“If we desire respect for the Law, we must first make
the law respectable” Lous D. Brandeis
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Legal Services Report

Legal Department

The main functions of the Legal Department are to protect the rights and interests 
of the Authority, manage legal risk by minimising exposure to litigation and ensuring 
compliance with legislation.

The Department has three (3) positions: 
 
Chief Legal Officer;
Senior Legal Officer; and
Legal Officer.

Role of the Legal Department:

• Provision of legal advice to the Authority (Departments) and the Board;
• Negotiate and draft or review contracts;
• Advise on the interpretation of legislation;
• Through external attorneys, initiate legal proceedings and defend legal 

proceedings against the Authority and the Legal Department remains responsible 
for the management of such litigation;

• Ensure compliance with the Gambling Act, Gambling Regulations and other 
relevant legislation;

• Assist the Operations Department with drafting of new legislation and amendment 
of existing legislation;

• Review any documents with legal implications, for example, Request for licence 
Applications (RFAs), contracts, licence conditions etc; and

• Assist in the formulation of policies and processes;

Gambling Act amendment

Over the year under review, the Department commenced work on the review of 
the Gambling Act, this was an intense exercise which involved extensive desk top 

benchmarking with other jurisdictions and thereafter drafting the proposed amendments. 
The amendment of the Act was necessitated by the fact that implementation was 
exposing inadequacies and challenges due to gaps in the Act. The amendment of the 
Act is intended to address the identified gaps to ensure effective regulation and to also 
provide for new licence types (such as remote gambling licence, amusement arcades 
licence, limited pay-out machine licence, racecourse licence, etc) that are currently not 
covered in the Act.

Ad Infinitum Lottery (Pty) Ltd vs Gambling Authority - Arbitration

In 2017 the Gambling Authority (the Authority) commenced the National Lottery Licence 
application process and applications were submitted in October 2017. A dispute 
thereafter ensued between the Authority and Ad Infinitum (Pty) Ltd after the Authority 
did not accept Ad Infinitum’s remaining boxes which formed part of their application 
because they were submitted after the set cut off time. Ad Infinitum approached the High 
Court seeking an order to interdict the Authority from proceeding with any action related 
to the National Lottery licensing process until resolution of the dispute and the order 
was granted. The matter was referred to arbitration. The Arbitrator issued an award in 
favour of the Authority. Ad infinitum however appealed the decision of the Arbitrator and 
the appeal is currently before a panel of three (3) arbitrators.

Legal risk

There is a significant legal risk to the Authority in terms of exposure to litigation due to 
the nature of the industry. The Authority therefore uses its best endeavours to ensure 
that processes are followed, sound legal advice is provided, and documents are drafted 
in a manner that minimises exposure to litigation.
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Divisional Legal Advice Spread 2018/2019

Operations

Finance and administration

CEO’S office

Chief of Staff

Internal Audit

Board Secretary

H R B P

The Department strives to keep its people abreast with issues and developments in the 
industry and to continuously enhance their knowledge in gambling matters and other 
related areas. In the year under review, conferences organised by the World Lottery 
Summit and the International Association of Gaming Regulators were attended. Our 
people also attended training on Anti Money Laundering.

Legal Panel

The Authority has a panel of external attorneys who assist the Department with the legal 
workload and dealing with issues of a specialised nature such as legislative drafting and 
litigation. A tender/expression of interest was published in the newspapers inviting law 
firms to submit their proposals to the Authority. The responses/proposals received were 
evaluated internally and the following firms which were selected to be on the panel, 
signed 3-year contracts with the Authority in 2017:

• Olatotse Solomon Attorneys;
• Malebeswa Matlakala Legal Consultants;
• Ndlovu Moitshepi & Co;
• Collins Chilisa consultants; and
• Armstrongs Attorneys.

Staff Development
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“A great opera house isn’t run by a director, but by a great 
administrator.” Steven Berkof

21



Finance and Administration Report
 

The Finance and Administration Department is responsible for the back-office functions 
being financial management& reporting, procurement, general administration, 
records management, transactional human resources management, information and 
technology management as well as the custody of the Authority’s assets and facilities. 
The department ensures the Authority complies with the Gambling Act, 2012 and good 
corporate governance with respect to the Authority finances, policies and procedures 
as approved by the Board. 

Staffing

The department consists of 17 employees while the information technology and 
management function is outsourced.

Staff Development

The department continues to provide various trainings, which includes attendance of 
courses, workshops and provision of on the job training. Two (2) administration officers 
were enrolled at the Botswana Accountancy College for (6) months Certificate in public 
procurement and tender process management of which they completed successfully.

The Authority continues to support staff on self-study, the Chief Financial Officer is 
currently enrolled for a Msc in Strategic Business Management. The other staff in the 
finance department are currently enrolled for the Association of Certified Chartered 
Accountants (ACCA) being one (1)  Accounts Officer and  two (2) Accounts Assistants.

The finance and administration department staff were upskilled on the  use of the SAGE 
accounting procurement and payroll module as well as the payroll module.

As part of the Botswana Institute of Chartered Accountants (BICA) continuous 
professional development requirements , 2 members of the Finance Department 
attended  a 2 day training on Botswana Taxation facilitated by BICA.

On the job training was provided to 1 Administration Officer on SAGE procurement 
module.

Procurement and Administration

The Authority tender process uses a virtual data room (VDR). The 
Virtual Data Room is a secure content management and collaboration 
platform with advanced security features, digital rights management, and 
convenient file storage system. The potential bidders are expected to 
register via the VDR, make enquiries via the same system, submit their 
proposals via the VDR and tender opening is also undertaken via VDR to 
ensure audit trail in dealing with procurement.

During the year the following major projects were successfully implemented.

• The supply and installation of a bio-metric access control and a CCTV surveillance 
system, the tender was awarded to ElectroTech (Pty) Ltd, a 100% citizen owned 
company, the project was successfully completed.

• 
• The development of an electronic records management strategy, the tender was 

awarded to a 100% citizen owned company, Com-Link (Pty)Ltd. The strategy has 
been developed and approved by the Board and has been implemented. Gambling 
Authority recognises the need to strategically manage all corporate information 
regardless of media through establishing and implementation of robust records 
management solution. 

The solutions were designed to ensure strategic security, access, retention, distribution 
to those in need of such information when business requires of such. The policy was 
designed such that it aligns Gambling Authority with regulatory requirements both 
nationally and internationally. 

Some of the standards Gambling Authority adheres to include ISO 15489, BNARS Act 
37 of 1978 amended in 2007, Electronic Records Management Act (2014). Gambling 
Authority recognises that failure to comply with these requirements through the 
implementation of strategic processes may negatively affect its business continuity.
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The Authority maintains a paperless environment; the department managed to scan 
documents to the papertrail system as well as taking the physical documents to  an 
offsite storage.

A post implementation review of the SAGE system was undertaken by 100% citizen 
owned company, Acc-Consult (Pty)Ltd. The main objective was to review the SAGE 
modules that were procured by the Authority in the  2017/2018 financial year. The 
review was also to ensure accuracy and consistency of calculations, data stored and 
the Authority’s critical financial functions and transactions. 

The findings of the reports have been implemented by the Authority which centred 
mainly on staff training.

Improvements to Gambling Authority offices were made in order to make the work 
environment more habitable by installing air-conditioners and tinting of windows directly 
affected by direct sunlight. Improvement were made to the audio vision equipment at 
the authority meeting rooms.

Economic Diversification Drive

As a state-owned enterprise, the Authority complies with the PPAD 
Act, Economic Diversification Drive (EDD) strategies and objectives. 
For the year ended 31st March 2019, a total of P13,626,583.25 worth 
of purchases was made of which 83% was procurement from 
majority citizen owned companies. The Authority procured the rest 
from companies mainly registered in Botswana.

Information and Technology Management

The 2019 to 2021 Information and Technology Management Strategy was developed. 
The strategy defines the information and technology management that must be followed, 
implemented and deployed within the Authority. The strategy was created in response to 
a changing environment in which the Authority is increasingly depending on efficient IT 
services and solutions to ensure efficiency.

An installation of redundancy power through the introduction of a smart uninterruptable 
power supply to ensure the Authority’s internet uptime during periods of power load 
shedding to minimise disruptions.

Introduction and deployment of the IT helpdesk to help improve efficiency of IT 
services delivery

The IT network infrastructure was upgraded to accommodate additional capacity, future 
requirement and addition of network security cameras and bio-metric access control.
The Authority internet has been stable, a few disruptions in the months of April, June 
and January were encountered.
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Fees and Levies Collected

A cumulative amount of P80,408,051 has been collected in 
casino levies, penalties and responsible gambling contributions. 
For the current financial year P26,087,389 has been collected 
comprising of P8,657,205(responsible gambling contributions), 
P17,419,414(Casino Levies) and P10,771 from penalties 
imposed.

Internet Availability 2018/2019
Fees and Levies Collected 2018/2019

Apr-18 May-18 Jun-18Jul-18 Aug-18 Sep-18 Oct-18 Nov-18Dec-18Jan-19Feb-19Mar-19

100 %

97 % 97 %

98%

100 %100 %100 % 100 %100 %100 % 100 % 100 %

Accumulated Levies and Contributions per Casino 2018/2019
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 31st March 2018 RGP 
Contributions Casino Levies Penalties Current year Cumulative Total

Avani group

Avani 19,619,128          3,235,080        6,470,161         -             9,705,241                     29,324,369                 
Marang 2,480,765            358,051           716,103            -             1,074,154                     3,554,919                   
Menateng 1,698,237            187,582           375,162            -             562,744                        2,260,982                   

Peermount group
Sedibeng 1,775,408            296,294           592,562            -             888,856                        2,664,265                   
Grandpalm 26,076,093          4,180,144        8,360,289         -             12,540,432                   38,616,526                 

-                               
Moonlite 980,003               93,336             206,383            124            299,843                        1,279,845                   

-                               
Teemane 469,818               98,003             231,299            -             329,302                        799,121                      

-                               
Kings Casino 908,386               146,817           293,660            5,148         445,625                        1,354,011                   

-                               
Thakadu 312,823               61,897             173,795            5,500         241,191                        554,015                      
TOTAL INCOME 54,320,662          8,657,205        17,419,414       10,771       26,087,389                   80,408,051                 



Levies and RG Contributions per Casino 2018/2019 Investments
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‘’At its core, a Chief of Staff is responsible for: Serving as strategic advisor and counsel to 
leaders. Assuming day-to-day responsibility for projects and tasks. Creating and maintain-

ing cross-departmental relationships to enable leadership success.’’
www.virtualchiefofstaff.com
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Chief of Staff Report
The Chief of Staff Department houses 4 Units being Strategy, Research, Communica-
tion and Responsible Gaming.

Strategy Office
Our Strategy office is responsible for assisting the chief executive officer (CEO) with 
developing, executing, and sustaining corporate strategic initiatives. Our strategy is 
discussed on page 24 of this report.

STAKEHOLDER GROUP 
AND OUR REASON FOR 
ENGAGING

THEIR 
EXPECTATIONS

OUR 
HOW-PLATFORMS

NOTES

MITI
• Support, guide and develop 

Gamblin Authority leaders
• Ensure the sustainability of our 

relationship with cabinet

• Employment cre-
ation

• Diversified gaming 
industry

• Responsible gam-
ing programme

• Local procurement

• Annual report
• Projects status 

updates
• Meetings
• Letters
• Memos
• Pesentations

We maintained cordial relations with the Ministry 
thought the year.

Employees

• Develop and retain talent
• Ensure we have a motivated 

and productive team that deliv-
ers professional service to our 
stakeholders

• Ethical and sup-
portive working 
environment

• Transparent pro-
cesses

• Access to training 
and development

• Fair recognition 
and reward

• Job security

• CEO’s Update
• Departmental meetings
• Internal memos
• Management and employee meetings
• “Keeping you informed” emails
• e- newsletter (project updates)
• Employee wellness programme
• Employee survey 
• (Communication and Staff welfare)
• Formalised performance appraisal process
• Informal interactions

Our employees are kept informed

The table that follows demonstrates how we have categorised our stakeholders and 
how we have engaged with them, with a view to meeting their expectations.

Communication and Stakeholder Landscape

77

Research Office
Key to the execution of our corporate strategy and responsible gaming programme is 
evidence. During the year under review the Authority floated tender on the  baseline
survey on problem gaming prevalence in Botswana. This study will lead to 
evidence-based approach to our responsible and sustainable gaming programme.



Suppliers and Vendors

• Ensure we have suppliers and 
vendors who support us in the 
value chain to deliver quality 
and service

• Fair and transpar-
ent procurement 
Process

• Prompt payment 
for products and 
services

Regular updates of our supplier registration has been 
maintained with Specific focus on youth and female led 
companies.

Business and Industry

• Provide us with greater expo-
sure to the business community 
and extend our reach

• A mechanism to 
share information 
and best practice

• Access to thought 
leadership and 
advisory services

• Business dinner/lunches
• Presentations/Pitso 
• Memoranda of Understanding and 

sub-committees
• Informal networking and information 

sharing
• Trade fair

We held engagements in the North, North West and 
Southern part of the country

Media

• Extend our reach and influence
• Enhance the 
• perception of our role in
• Gaming tourism and entertain-

ment thought leadership

• Access to credible 
information that 
informs opinion and 
enhances

• public awareness

• Media  briefing
• Media updates
• Media enquiry responses 

STAKEHOLDER GROUP 
AND OUR REASON FOR 
ENGAGING

THEIR 
EXPECTATIONS

OUR 
HOW-PLATFORMS

 NOTES

We maintained cordial relations with the media, 
responding to media enquiries within 48 hours as per 
our communication policy
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• Public Notices
• Meetings
• Website
• Facebook Page
• Pitso

Communities Leadership and
General Public

• Creation of knowledge and 
understanding on the Gambling 
Authority Mandate

• Economic 
Opportunities

• Responsible 
Gaming Programme

• Full Council Meetings
• Mall activations
• Kgotla meetings
• Metlhala ya Khumo Outreach Programme
• Consumer Fairs
• New Media platforms

We had several succussful engagements throughout 
the country, e.g. Shakawe, Maun, Bobonong, 
Masunga, Francistown, Hukuntsi, Tlokweng



Type Total per 
Type 

Target 
Audience

Cumulative Reach Cumulative Engagement

Status

Photo

Video

Link

Cumulative Total

Total

2018 2019

Organic Paid Clicks Reactions

Public

Public

Public

Public

8 15

29 65

3 5

13 5

2018 2019 2018 2019 2018 2019 2018 2019

3512 18492

42958 151406

1900 7586

28569 5856

74233 183320

16400

0

0

1100

17500

0

12651

0

0

1265

222

4992

294

2578

8086 14233 2238 4324

525

1335

65

313

Social Media Platform

The year under review saw the Authority’s Facebook page following rise from the pre-
vious 3800 to 5210, representing 37% growth, with cumulative total organic likes for all 
posts growing from 74233 in 2018 to 183320. However, the Authority’s Facebook posts 
average at 1 post every 4 days creates an opportunity for improvement, and we aim to 

Gambling Authority Facebook Page  Activity 2018/2019

53 90
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Responsible Gambling
A comprehensive Report on Responsible Gambling is on Page 89 to 92 of this Annual 
Report

reduce it to an average of 1 post at least every 2 days in the next reporting year. It is also 
worth noting that our paid-up reach declined, for the year under review.

The table below demonstrates activity on our Facebook page during the year under reporting.



1.  During the year under review, the Authority held several Dipitso (Public Engagement Session) the first of which was 
     held in Gaborone

1 2

3

4

2.  Engagement session with Central District Council

3.  Engagement session with Selibe Phikwe Town Council

4.  Stakeholder Engagement session in Maun



1

2

3 4

1,2,3,4,   A number of general public educational sessions were held in places such as Serowe, Tlokweng, Gaborone, 
Maun, Shakawe,  Tsabong, Selibe Phikwe.
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14th Gambling Regulators Africa Forum
ANNUAL CONFERENCE- GRAF 2018 

BACKGROUND

The 14th Gaming Regulators Africa Forum (GRAF) Annual 
Conference was held in Gaborone, Botswana from the 26 to 
29th August 2018 at the Gaborone International Convention 
Centre (GICC) within the Grand Palm Casino Complex 
Resort. The GICC was selected as a suitable venue for the 
conference because of the facilities within the Convention 
Centre. Furthermore, the Grand Palm complex has two 
hotels namely the Metcourt and Walmont Ambassador 
Hotels which cater for two (2) different market segments.
.
In preparation for the conference, the Chief Executive 
Officer of the Gambling Authority appointed a GRAF 
Local Organising Committee for purposes of making all 
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the logistical preparations for the Conference. Limpopo 
Gambling Board (LGB) the GRAF Secretariat and 
Mpumalanga Economic Regulator (MER) the immediate 
past host of the GRAF conference, assisted with some of 
the logistical preparations for the conference.

Following the meeting of the GRAF Technical Committee 
which comprise of the CEO’s of the respective member 
jurisdictions which was held  on the 8th and 9th March 
2018 the GICC was confirmed a suitable venue for the 
planned conference.
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EVENT NAME DESCRIPTION DATE LOCATION

Delegates were welcomed to a cocktail Braai at the Grand Palm BOMA. The 
reception had a live band by Mr. Clement Jackson. The reception was the first 
social event of the GRAF Conference.

Culture Night was held at Botswana Craft on the 27 August 2018. The Kgotla 
Set up was a sensation for most of our delegates. Botswana culture was 
expressed through music, food and dance.

GALA Dinner was the main social event for the GRAF Conference.
The theme for the evening was black tie & the décor was rustic and classy. A 
Project Coordinator was appointed to coordinate all the suppliers prior to the 
event.

A Farewell Function was held at Avani Gaborone Hotel & Casino. The set up 
was a more of a relaxed dinner with a barbeque menu. 

Opening Ceremony

Welcome Reception

Cultural Night

Gala Dinner

Farewell Reception

26/08/18 GICC

27/08/18 The Grand Palm 
Boma

27/08/18 Botswana Craft

29/08/18 Three Dikgosi 
Monument

29/08/18 Avani Hotel 

Tlamelong Rehabilitation Center 

SOS Children’s Village

Childline 

Gabane Home Based Care 

Cheshire Foundation 

Community Projects

29/08/18 Tlokweng

29/08/18 Tlokweng

29/08/18 Block 7, Gaborone

29/08/18 Gabane

29/08/18 Mogoditshane

GRAF Conference Activities

The official opening of the Conference was at GICC at 08:00 am. Over 300 
delegates attended the ceremony, Assistant Minister of Trade & Industry 
Honourable Moiseraela Goya was there to officiate the event.
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BENEFITS OF HOSTING THE 
CONFERENCE

The benefits of hosting GRAF include but not limited to the following:

• Visiting Delegates spent on shopping, restaurants and entertainment.
• Local Business Boost: Small citizen entrepreneurs were the preferred suppliers 

and service delivery for the Conference.
• Tourism revenue: The delegates booked into hotels and this increased the 

tourism revenue for the period.
• Foster Continental Relations:  The conference provided a platform for the 

delegates to learn about the Botswana Culture. It also provided the business 

community with an opportunity to network with potential partners and/or customers.
• Tourism opportunities (Meetings, incentives, conferencing and exhibitions [MICE]):  

The conference provided Botswana with a platform to market itself as a possible 
MICE destination in Southern Africa and this could increase hotel occupancy rates 
and tourism revenue.

1

1.   Cultural Night event during the GRAF Conference

2

2.   Community project during the GRAF Conference



1

1.   Group photo of the GRAF Conference delegates

2.   Former Assistant Hon. Minister of Investment Trade and Industry - Moiseraelea Goya with the Chief Executive 
     Officer of Gambling Authority - Thulisizwe Johnson

3.   Mpho Sebina performing during the GRAF Conference

4.   Community project during the GRAF Conference

2
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Excessive Gambling Prevention and 
Rehabilitation (EGP & R) Committee 
Report 
in accordance with Section 11.3.C
of the Gambling Act, 2012



Responsible Gambling Vision

“Ensure ethical and responsible gaming as well as harm reduction against all those who 
gamble and others”

In achieving its Vision, the following outcomes will be realised:

• Clear and comprehensive understanding of gambling and the responsible 
gambling agenda; and

• Reduced harm for individual gamblers, their families and dependents, as well as 
the potential negative impact on the general public

Responsible Gaming Strategic Themes

The Authority has identified four main priority areas under which the RPG strategic 
objectives will be underpinned. The themes are as follows:

Advocacy – The Authority will advocate for responsible gaming by engaging all 
relevant stakeholders to gain the necessary buy-in for the positive aspects of the gaming 
agenda. This will therefore require rigorous and targeted stakeholder engagement and 
collaboration initiatives.

Awareness and education – The Authority will ensure continuous and targeted 
messaging on the potential dangers of excessive gaming, that enlightens the public 
about responsible gaming.

Research – The Authority seeks to conduct extensive research on the gaming industry 
and the impact it has on communities and the country at large, to contextualise the 
magnitude of problem gaming and inform responsible gaming initiatives;

Rehabilitation – The Authority seeks to rehabilitate excessive or compulsive gamblers 
through clearly defined rehabilitation interventions.

The strategic themes are crosscutting and mutually achievable, therefore supportive of 
the RPG Vision.

Responsible Gambling Strategic Objectives

In alignment with the broad priority areas, the Authority has defined the following RPG 
strategic objectives for the next strategic planning period of 2019-2023:

• Engage industry players and key stakeholders to support gaming harm reduction 
activities;

• Undertake comprehensive public education and awareness programmes on 
excessive and problem gaming;

• Develop evidence-based prevention, treatment and rehabilitation intervention 
models;

• Create knowledge and understanding of gaming industry harm reduction and its 
management; and

• Institute sound governance structures for the optimal utilisation of resources;
• The achievement of these strategic objectives will be driven by focused initiatives 

(and programmes).

Baseline Research on the Prevalence of Excessive and 
Problem Gambling in Botswana

The Board had approved the appointment of Botswana Institute for Development Policy 
Analysis (BIPDA) to undertake research into the Prevalence of Excessive and Problem 
Gambling in Botswana, which was to be carried during the 2018-19 financial year.
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The contract with BIDPA was subsequently cancelled by mutual agreement by both 
parties; due to a request by BIDPA to vary the agreed upon pricing, to which the Board 
did not accede to.

The Board approved the re-floating of the Baseline Research tender at the December 
2018 Board meeting. This has thus led to a significant delay in the execution of the 
Research Project, which is now expected to be completed by March 2020.

The output of the research is intended to address the following:

• Developing a sound evidence base upon which The Authority, Policy Makers, 
treatment and education providers and other relevant professionals can develop 
effective interventions and services;

• Establish how familiar Batswana are with different forms of gambling, how much 
they participate in them and what their attitudes are towards gambling;

• The prevalence of Problem and Pathological or Compulsive gambling in Botswana
• Providing a baseline against which to measure and track future change.

Exclusion Statistics

Self – Exclusion is a process that allows for those that have decided that they want to 
stop gambling for at least 12 months and wish to be supported in their decision to stop. 
The Authority allows for those patrons to apply to register as an excluded person with 
the Authority. This application can be done with any of the gaming establishments in 
Botswana, or directly with the Authority. Once such application is approved, the excluded 
person will not be allowed to enter any gambling establishment in Botswana.
 
It is up to the patron to stick to their self- exclusion agreement, but if they do try to gamble 
during that exclusion period, the gambling establishment should take reasonable steps 
to prevent them from doing so.
The Gambling Act of 2012 also provides for Third Party Exclusions, where there is 
enough evidence of an individual having been identified as having issues with excessive 
or problem gambling, section 109 (2) of the Act states that:

a person may apply to the Authority for an order requiring the registration, as an excluded 
person, of —

• A family member of the applicant:
• A person on whom the applicant is financially dependent on, whole or in part;
• A person for whom the applicant is financially responsible for, in whole or in part;
• A person who is subject to an order of a competent court holding that person to 

be mentally unsound; or
•  Any other person —
• To whom the applicant has a duty of care, or
•  Whose behaviour manifests symptoms of addictive or compulsive gambling.

For the year 2018 - 19 the following statistics of self-excluded 
persons were recorded

Monthly self-exclusion statistics comparison for 2017/18 and 2018/19



Total Exclusions per year

The total Self -exclusions recorded from April 2018 to February 2019 is 30. This is 
a cumulative number of 122 exclusions since April 2017. As per the Gambling Act, 
those individuals who have been excluded would have to apply to the Authority to have 
the exclusion cancelled. Of the total 122, the Authority has approved only 1 exclusion 
cancellation during the period thus far, as the patron provided the required supporting 
evidence of rehabilitation.
Figure 3 below demonstrates the number of individuals who would have self-excluded in 
one year and then subsequently self-exclude the following year, demonstrating that the 
root cause of the problem gambling has not been resolved; hence now the requirement 
of supporting evidence of rehabilitation.

Number of Relapse Individuals per year

Total Exclusions per year

Exclusions Initiated by Operators, other than Self- Exclusions
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Contribution to the Excessive Gambling Prevention and 
Rehabilitation Committee

The Gambling Regulations of 2016, Part XXVI, Section 109 states that: 
A licensee shall, in addition to the levy provided in regulation 108, con-
tribute five per cent (5%) of its gross revenue to a programme aimed at 
supporting responsible gambling monitored by the Excessive Gambling 
Prevention and Rehabilitation Committee.

Operators Responsible Gambling Contribution 2018/19

In line with these Regulations, contribution to the Excessive Gambling 
Prevention and Rehabilitation Committee from April 2018 to April 2019 is 
shown below. The Total contribution to the Committee for the fiscal year 
2018 / 19 amounted to BWP 9,433,614.
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The Members of the Board of Gambling Authority are responsible for the annual financial 
statements and all other information presented therewith. Their responsibility includes 
the maintenance of true and fair financial records and the preparation of annual financial 
statements in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards.  
        
Gambling Authority (the “Authority”) maintains systems of internal control, which 
are designed to provide reasonable assurance that the records accurately reflect its 
transactions and to provide protection against serious misuse or loss of Authority’s 
assets. The members of the board are also responsible for the design, implementation, 
and maintenance and monitoring of these systems of internal financial control. Nothing 
has come to the attention of Members of the Board to indicate that any significant 
breakdown in the functioning of these systems has occurred during the year under 
review. 

The going concern basis has been adopted in preparing the annual financial statements. 
The Members of the Board have no reason to believe that the Authority will not be 

a going concern in the foreseeable future, based on the continuous support by the 
Government of Botswana through the Ministry of Investment, Trade and Industry.  
        
Our external auditors conduct an examination of the financial statements in conformity 
with International Standards on Auditing, which include tests of transactions and 
selective tests of internal accounting controls. Regular meetings are held between 
management and our external auditors to review matters relating to internal controls 
and financial reporting. The external auditors have unrestricted access to the Members 
of the Board.         
 
"The annual financial statements on pages 101-125 and supplementary information on 
pages  were authorised for issue by the Members of the Board on 28 June 2019 and 
are signed on its behalf by: 
"        
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GAMBLING AUTHORITY 
STATEMENT OF RESPONSIBILITY BY THE MEMBERS OF THE BOARD  
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2019

Blessed Monyatsi
Board Chairperson (Appointed 01/06/2019)                                                                                  

Thulisizwe Johnson
Chief Executive Officer                                                           
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT 
TO THE MINISTER OF INVESTMENT, TRADE AND INDUSTRY

Report on the audit of the financial statements 

Our opinion

In our opinion, the financial statements give a true and fair view of the financial position of 
Gambling Authority (the “Authority”) as at 31 March 2019, and its financial performance 
and its cash flows for the year then ended in accordance with International Financial 
Reporting Standards (“IFRS”).

What we have audited

Gambling Authority’s financial statements set out on pages 101-125 comprise:

• the statement of financial position as at 31 March 2019;
• the statement of comprehensive income for the year then ended;
• the statement of changes in funds for the year then ended;
• the statement of cash flows for the year then ended; and
• notes to the financial statements, which include a summary of significant 

accounting policies.

 
Basis for opinion

We conducted our audit in accordance with International Standards on Auditing (“ISAs”). 
Our responsibilities under those standards are further described in the Auditor’s 
responsibilities for the audit of the financial statements section of our report. 

We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to 
provide a basis for our opinion. 

Independence

We are independent of the Authority in accordance with the Botswana Institute of 
Chartered Accountants’ Code of Ethics (the “BICA Code”) and other independence 
requirements applicable to performing audits of financial statements in Botswana.  We 
have fulfilled our other ethical responsibilities in accordance with these requirements 
and the BICA Code. The BICA Code is consistent with the International Ethics Standards 
Board for Accountants’ Code of Ethics for Professional Accountants (Parts A and B).
 

Key Audit Matters

Key audit matters are those matters that, in our professional judgment, were of most 
significance in our audit of the  financial statements of the current period. This matter 
was addressed in the context of our audit of the financial statements as a whole, and in 
forming our opinion thereon, and we do not provide a separate opinion on this matter. 
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Key audit matter How our audit addressed the key audit matter

Prior year restatement

Gambling Authority (the “Authority”) collects licence levies and contributions to a 
programme aimed at supporting responsible gambling, monitored by the Exces-
sive Gambling Prevention and Rehabilitation Committee, from licensed casino 
operators on a monthly basis.
Section 134 (1) of the Gambling Act, 2012 (the “Act”) states the Minister may, by 
way of an Order published in the Gazette, establish a fund into which all levies 
imposed under this Act shall be paid. The fund (“Levy Fund”) has not yet been 
established.
All licence levies and responsible gambling contributions collected from  licenced 
casino operators were previously recognised as levies payable in the financial 
statements.
During the year, the Authority established that the responsible gambling contribu-
tions form part of the Authority’s income as it is the Authority’s mandate to carry 
out activities relating to responsible gambling by establishing the Excessive Gam-
bling Prevention and Rehabilitation Committee, a committee under the control of 
the Authority’s board. However, since no activities relating to responsible gam-
bling have commenced as yet, the amount of such revenue has been deferred in 
the financial statements.
Accordingly, the Authority corrected the prior year error in accordance with  IAS 
8 - Accounting Policies, Changes in Accounting Estimates and Errors that result-
ed in an increase in deferred income of P 9,084838 and P 18,508,936 as at 31 
March 2017 and 31 March 2018 respectively and a corresponding decrease in 
levies payable. 
We determined the prior year restatement to be a matter of most significance in 
the audit due to the magnitude of the restatement and the significant audit effort 
that was required in obtaining sufficient and appropriate audit evidence in relation 
to the restatement.
(Refer to Note 1 - Summary of significant accounting policies: Revenue - Contri-
butions towards responsible gambling  and Note 3 - Prior year restatement, for 
related disclosures)

We assessed whether the contribution to a programme aimed at supporting 
responsible gambling monitored by the Excessive Gambling Prevention and Re-
habilitation Committee form part of levies payable to the Levy Fund, by obtaining 
an understanding of the applicable sections in the Gambling Act (the “Act”) and 
concluded that they do not form part of levies payable to the Levy Fund in terms 
of the Act.

We assessed whether the Excessive Gambling Prevention and Rehabilitation 
Committee which is mandated to monitor the programme aimed at supporting 
responsible gambling is under the control of Authority’s board and concluded that 
it is a sub committee of the Authority’s board established in terms of Section 13 of 
the Gambling Act, 2012.

We obtained written confirmation from the Excessive Gambling Prevention and 
Rehabilitation Committee that no activities relating to responsible gambling have 
been carried out by the Authority during previous financial years.

Accordingly, we concurred with management’s assertion that this contribution to 
a programme aimed at supporting responsible gambling monitored by the Ex-
cessive Gambling Prevention and Rehabilitation Committee did not form part of 
levies, but rather the Authority’s deferred income, and therefore required reclassi-
fication and restatement of the prior year balances.

We agreed the prior year contributions to be reclassified to prior year working 
papers. 
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Other information

The Members of the Board are responsible for the other information. The other 
information comprises the information included in the Gambling Authority Annual 
Financial Statements for the year ended 31 March 2019, which we obtained prior to 
the date of this auditor’s report and other sections of Gambling Authority Annual Report 
2018/19, which is expected to be made available to us after that date. Other information 
does not include the financial statements and our auditor’s report thereon.

Our opinion on the financial statements does not cover the other information and we do 
not and will not express an audit opinion or any form of assurance conclusion thereon. 

In connection with our audit of the financial statements, our responsibility is to read 
the other information identified above and, in doing so, consider whether the other 
information is materially inconsistent with the financial statements or our knowledge 
obtained in the audit, or otherwise appears to be materially misstated.
 
If, based on the work we have performed on the other information that we obtained prior 
to the date of this auditor’s report, we conclude that there is a material misstatement of 
this other information, we are required to report that fact. We have nothing to report in 
this regard.
 
 
Responsibilities of the Members of the Board for the financial statements

The Members of the Board are responsible for the preparation of the financial statements 
that give a true and fair view in accordance with International Financial Reporting 
Standards and for such internal control as the Members of the Board determines is 
necessary to enable the preparation of financial statements that are free from material 
misstatement, whether due to fraud or error. 

In preparing the financial statements, the Members of the Board are responsible for 
assessing the Authority’s ability to continue as a going concern, disclosing, as applicable, 
matters related to going concern and using the going concern basis of accounting unless 
the Members of the Board either intend to liquidate the Authority or to cease operations, 
or have no realistic alternative but to do so. 

 Auditor’s responsibilities for the audit of the financial statements

Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements 
as a whole are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and to 
issue an auditor’s report that includes our opinion. Reasonable assurance is a high level 
of assurance, but is not a guarantee that an audit conducted in accordance with ISAs 
will always detect a material misstatement when it exists. Misstatements can arise from 
fraud or error and are considered material if, individually or in the aggregate, they could 
reasonably be expected to influence the economic decisions of users taken on the basis 
of these financial statements. 

As part of an audit in accordance with ISAs, we exercise professional judgement and 
maintain professional scepticism throughout the audit. We also:

• Identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements, 
whether due to fraud or error, design and perform audit procedures responsive to 
those risks, and obtain audit evidence that is sufficient and appropriate to provide 
a basis for our opinion. The risk of not detecting a material misstatement resulting 
from fraud is higher than for one resulting from error, as fraud may involve 
collusion, forgery, intentional omissions, misrepresentations, or the override of 
internal control. 

 
• Obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit in order to design 

audit procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose 
of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the Authority’s internal control. 

• Evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness 
of accounting estimates and related disclosures made by the Members of the 
Board. 

• Conclude on the appropriateness of the Members of the Board’s use of the going 
concern basis of accounting and, based on the audit evidence obtained, whether a 
material uncertainty exists related to events or conditions that may cast significant 
doubt on the Authority’s ability to continue as a going concern. If we conclude that 
a material uncertainty exists, we are required to draw attention in our auditor’s 
report to the related disclosures in the financial statements or, if such disclosures 
are inadequate, to modify our opinion. Our conclusions are based on the audit 
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• The financial statements prepared by the Authority were prepared on a basis 
consistent with that of the preceding year except for the adoption of new and 
revised International Financial Reporting Standards as stated in Note 1 to the 
financial statements and represents a true and fair view of the transactions and 
financial affairs of the Authority. 

100

evidence obtained up to the date of our auditor’s report. However, future events 
or conditions may cause the Authority to cease to continue as a going concern. 

• Evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content of the financial statements, 
including the disclosures, and whether the financial statements represent the 
underlying transactions and events in a manner that achieves fair presentation.

We communicate with the Members of the Board regarding, among other matters, 
the planned scope and timing of the audit and significant audit findings, including any 
significant deficiencies in internal control that we identify during our audit.

From the matters communicated with the Member of the Board, we determine those 
matters that were of most significance in the audit of the financial statements of the 
current period and are therefore the key audit matters. We describe these matters in our 
auditor’s report unless law or regulation precludes public disclosure about the matter 
or when, in extremely rare circumstances, we determine that a matter should not be 
communicated in our report because the adverse consequences of doing so would 
reasonably be expected to outweigh the public interest benefits of such communication.

 
Report on other legal and regulatory requirements 
 
In accordance with Section 30(3) of the Gambling Act, 2012 (“the “Act”), we confirm 
that:

• We have received all the information and explanation which, to the best of our 
knowledge and belief, were necessary for the performance of our duties as 
auditors;

• The accounts and related records of the Authority have been properly kept; 

• The Authority has complied with all the financial provisions of the Act, with which 
it is its duty to comply with; and



                                                                                                                   2019      2018
                                                                                                                              
                                                                                                                         P            P
                                                                                  Note

Revenue                                                                     4               35,138,699              35,042,974
Amortisation of capital grants                                11                        968,191           1,753,774
Other income                                     355,203                    47,954

Total income                                36,462,093             36,844,702

Operating expenses                 (40,224,948)           (33,853,341)

Operating (deficit)/surplus                     5               (3,762,855)                2,991,361

Finance income                       6                    229,106                   115,313

(Deficit)/surplus for the year                  (3,533,749)               3,106,674

Other comprehensive income            -               -  
  
Total comprehensive (loss)/income for the year               (3,533,749)               3,106,674
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                                                                                                                     2019               2018                 2017
                                                                                                                                         Restated         Restated
                                                                                                                              
                                                                                                                          P          P                      P
                                                                                  Note
ASSETS
Non current Assets
Property, plant and equipment         8                   6,264,354        6,459,173         6,664,424 
                                                             6,264,354           6,459,173       6,664,424 

Current assets 
Trade and other receivables         9                   4,229,068           3,437,313         2,769,195 
Cash and cash equivalents         10                  97,623,411        58,902,319       29,787,475 
                                                                                             101,852,479         62,339,632       32,556,670 

Total ASSETS                                            108,116,833         68,798,805       39,221,094 
RESERVES AND LIABILITIES 
Funds
Accumulated fund                                   1,322,859           4,856,608         1,749,934 
                                                             1,322,859           4,856,608         1,749,934   
Non-current liabilities 
Capital grant                                   11                   3,942,459           4,910,650         6,664,424
Operating lease liability                      13                        47,340           589,935            784,216
                                                             3,989,799           5,500,585         7,448,640
Current Liabilities 
Deferred income                           11                 39,098,348         18,508,936         9,084,838
Operating lease liability                      13                      542,595              238,610                    -
Accounts and other payable                                       14                     5,036,364           2,537,489        2,736,928
Levies payable                                                            15                   58,126,868         37,156,577       18,200,754    
                                                        102,804,175          58,441,612       30,022,520

Total Liabilities                              106,793,974          63,942,197       37,471,160

TOTAL FUNDS AND LIABILITIES    108,116,833          68,798,805       39,221,094
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                                                                                                                       P          P
                                                                                  
Balance at 1 April 2017                    1,749,934        1,749,934 

Total comprehensive income for the year                 3,106,674        3,106,674 

Balance at 31 March 2018                   4,856,608        4,856,608 

Balance at 1 April 2018                   4,856,608        4,856,608 

Total comprehensive loss for the year               (3,533,749)     (3,533,749)

Balance at 31 March 2019                   1,322,859        1,322,859

Accumulated
Fund

Total
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                                                                                                                                          2019                   2018
                                                                                                                                                                  Restated
                                                                                                                              
                                                                                                                              P                        P
                                                                                               Note

Cash generated from operations  
Operating (deficit)/surplus                     (3,762,855)           2,991,361    
                                    
Adjustments for: 
  Depreciation                         8                               1,590,243           1,561,015 
  Loss on disposal property, plant and equipment                                        -                      123,782                                                                                            
  Operating lease liability                        (238,610)           44,329
  Amortisation of capital grant                      11                                (968,191)        (1,753,774)
 
Changes in working capital  
  Increase in trade and other receivables                                    (791 ,55)           ( 668,118)
  Increase / (decrease) in trade and other payables                                2,498,875            (199,439)
  Increase in levies payable                          (22,575)              113,972
  Increase in deferred income                      12                             20,589,412           9,424,098

Net cash generated from operations                                                         18,894,544          11,637 ,26 

Cash flows from investing activities                                      
Purchase of property, plant and equipment                     8                             (1,395,424)        (1,760,296)
Proceeds from sale of property, plant and equipment                                                        -                       280,750 
Interest received                        6                                  229,106              115,313 

Net cash used in investing activities                                (1,166,318)        (1,364,233)

Net change in cash and cash equivalents                   17,728,226         10,272,993
Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of year (restated)                 23,272,512         12,999,519 
Cash and cash equivalents at end of year         10                             41,000,738         23,272,512 
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Summary of significant accounting policies    
      
Statement of compliance       
   
The financial statements have been prepared in accordance with International 
Financial Reporting Standards.        
  
Basis of preparation of financial statements    
      
The financial statements are prepared on the historical cost and are presented 
in Botswana Pula (P). Historical cost is generally based on the fair value of the 
consideration given in exchange for assets.  

The principal accounting policies applied in the preparation of these financial 
statements are set out below. These policies have been consistently applied to all 
years presented, unless otherwise stated.       
 
Adoption of new and revised international financial reporting 
standards         
 
Standards and interpretations effective in the current year 
In the current year, the entity has adopted all the new and revised standards and 
interpretations issued by the International Accounting Standards Board (IASB) and 
the International Financial Interpretations Committee (IFRIC) of the IASB that are 
relevant to its operations and effective for annual periods beginning on or after 1 
April 2018. Adoption of these standards and interpretations have not had any impact 

significant on the financial statements of the Authority.     
     
“IFRS 15 – Revenue from contracts with customers. (effective Annual periods 
beginning on or after 1 January 2018)”       
   
The FASB and IASB issued their long awaited converged standard on revenue 
recognition on 29 May 2014. It is a single, comprehensive revenue recognition model 
for all contracts with customers to achieve greater consistency in the recognition 
and presentation of revenue. Revenue is recognised based on the satisfaction of 
performance obligations, which occurs when control of good or service transfers to 
a customer. The Authority adopted IFRS 15 on a retrospective basis effective April 1, 
2018 and this standard did not have any impact on Authority’s financial statements. 
         
IFRS 9 – Financial Instruments (2009 &2010) (effective annual periods beginning on or 
after 1 January 2018)         
 
This standard replaces the guidance in IAS 39. It includes requirements on the 
classification and measurement of financial assets and liabilities; it also includes an 
expected credit losses model that replaces the current incurred loss impairment model. 
The Authority adopted IFRS 9 on a retrospective basis effective April 1, 2018. The 
adoption of this standard did not have any measurement impact on Authority’s financial 
results or financial position.   
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Summary of significant accounting policies (Continued)  
     
Standards and interpretations effective in the current year 

“Amendment to IFRS 9 -’Financial instruments’, (effective Annual periods 
beginning on or after 1 January 2018) 
“     
The IASB has amended IFRS 9 to align hedge accounting more closely with 
an entity’s risk management. The revised standard also establishes a more 
principles-based approach to hedge accounting and addresses inconsistencies 
and weaknesses in the current model in IAS 39. There’s no impact from adoption 
of this amendment as Authority does not have hedging arrangements.   
       
Standards in issue but not yet effective      
 
At the authorisation of these financial statements, the following standards were 
issued but not yet effective for annual periods beginning on or after

IFRS 16 – Leases (effective annual periods beginning on or after 1 January 2019) 
This standard replaces the current guidance in IAS 17 and is a far reaching 
change in accounting by lessees in particular.       
Under IAS 17, lessees were required to make a distinction between a finance 
lease (on balance sheet) and an operating lease (off balance sheet). IFRS 16 now 
requires lessees to recognise a lease liability reflecting future lease payments and 
a ‘right-of-use asset’ for virtually all lease contracts. The IASB has included an 
optional exemption for certain short-term leases and leases of low-value assets; 

however, this exemption can only be applied by lessees.      
     
For lessors, the accounting stays almost the same. However, as the IASB has updated 
the guidance on the definition of a lease (as well as the guidance on the combination 
and separation of contracts), lessors will also be affected by the new standard.   
        
At the very least, the new accounting model for lessees is expected to impact negotiations 
between lessors and lessees. Under IFRS 16, a contract is, or contains, a lease if the 
contract conveys the right to control the use of an identified asset for a period of time in 
exchange for consideration.         
  
IFRS 16 supersedes IAS 17, ‘Leases’, IFRIC 4, ‘Determining whether an Arrangement 
contains a Lease’, SIC 15, ‘Operating Leases – Incentives’ and SIC 27, ‘Evaluating the 
Substance of Transactions Involving the Legal Form of a Lease’.     
      
The Authority will evaluate the effect of all the new standards, amendments and 
interpretations that are in issue for adoption in the applicable periods.
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Summary of significant accounting policies (continued)  
    
Property, plant and equipment      
    
All Property, plant and equipment are stated at historical cost less accumulated 
depreciation and impairment charges. Historical cost includes expenditure that is 
directly attributable to the acquisition of the items.
    
Subsequent costs are included in the asset’s carrying amount or recognised as 
a separate asset, as appropriate, only when it is probable that future economic 
benefits associated with the item will flow to the Authority and the cost of the item 
can be measured reliably. The carrying amount of the replaced part is derecognised. 
All other repairs and maintenance are charged to the income statement during the 
financial period in which they are incurred.

Depreciation is calculated using the straight-line method to allocate the cost of each 
asset to their residual values over their estimated useful lives as follows: 
- Office equipment       4 years 
- Furniture, fittings and equipment   5 -10 years
- Computer equipment       3 years  
- Motor vehicles       4 years  
- Leasehold improvements     Over the lease period 
- E Books       5 years
     
The assets’ residual values and useful lives are reviewed, and adjusted if appropriate, 
at the end of each reporting period.An asset’s carrying amount is written down 
immediately to its recoverable amount if the asset’s carrying amount is greater than 
its estimated recoverable amount. Gains and losses on disposals are determined 
by comparing proceeds with carrying amount. These are included in the statement 

of comprehensive income. 
       
Impairment of non-financial assets   
Assets that have an indefinite useful life are not subject to amortisation and are tested 
annually for impairment. Assets that are subject to amortisation are reviewed for 
impairment whenever events or changes in circumstances indicate that the carrying 
amount may not be recoverable. An impairment loss is recognised for the amount by 
which the asset’s carrying amount exceeds its recoverable amount. The recoverable 
amount is the higher of an asset’s fair value less costs to sell and value in use. For 
the purposes of assessing impairment, assets are grouped at the lowest levels for 
which there are separately identifiable cash flows (cash-generating units). Non-financial 
assets other than goodwill that suffered impairment are reviewed for possible reversal 
of the impairment at each reporting date.      
           
   
Financial Instruments        
  
Classification         
 
The Authority classifies its financial assets and financial liabilities into the following 
categories:         
 
- Financial assets at amortised cost   
- Financial liabilities at amortised cost       
   
The classification depends on the purpose for which the financial instruments were 
obtained/incurred. Management determines the classification of its financial assets at 
initial recognition.
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Summary of significant accounting policies (continued)

Financial Instruments (continued)

Recognition and measurement      
Financial instruments are recognised initially when the Authority becomes a party to 
the contractual provisions of the instruments      
    
The Authority classifies financial instruments or their component parts on initial 
recognition as a financial asset, a financial liability or an equity instrument in 
accordance with the substance of the contractual agreement.    
      
Subsequent measurement
Financial assets at amortised cost
Assets that are held for collection of contractual cash flows where those cash 
flows represent solely payments of principal and interest are measured at 
amortized cost. The Authority’s receivables, which are not provisionally priced, 
consist of fixed or determined cash flows related solely to principal and interest 
amounts. The Authority’s intent is to hold these receivables until cash flows are 
collected. Receivables are recognized initially at fair value, net of any transaction 
costs incurred and subsequently measured at amortized cost using the effective 
interest rate method. The Company recognizes a loss allowance, as appropriate, 
for expected credit losses on a financial asset that is measured at amortized cost. 

Financial liabilities at amortised cost     
Financial liabilities are measured at amortized cost using the effective interest rate 
method, unless they are required to be measured at fair value through profit and 
loss.  

Derecognition         
Financial assets are derecognised when the rights to receive cash flow from the 
investments have expired or have been transferred and the Authority has transferred 
substantially all risk and rewards of the ownership    
 
Offsetting financial instruments   
Financial assets and liabilities are offset and the net amount reported in the statement 
of financial position when there is a legally enforceable right to offset the recognised 
amounts and there is an intention to settle on a net basis or realise the asset and settle 
the liability simultaneously.       

Impairment of financial assets      
The Authority recognises a loss allowance for expected credit losses on trade and other 
receivable. The amount of expected credit losses (ECL) is updated at each reporting 
date. The loss allowance is measured at a lifetime ECL when there has been a significant 
increase in credit risk since initial recognition. If the credit risk on these receivable has 
not increased significantly since initial recognition, then the loss allowance is measure 
at 12 month ECL. In order to assess whether to apply lifetime ECL or 12 month ECL 
to trade and other receivables, the Authority considers whether there has been a 
significant increase in the risk of a default occurring since initial recognition rather than 
at evidence of a receivable being credit impaired at the reporting date or of an actual 
default occurring.  
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Summary of significant accounting policies (continued)  
    
Impairment of financial assets (continued)   
In assessing whether credit risk on a receivable or group of receivable has 
significantly increased since initial recognition, the Authority compares the risk of 
a default occurring as at reporting date with the risk of default occurring as at the 
date of initial recognition. The Authority considers both quantitate and qualitative 
information that is reasonable and supportable, including historical experience and 
forward looking information that is available without undue cost and effort.   
    
An impairment gain or loss is recognised in profit or loss with a corresponding 
adjustment to the carrying amount of trade and other receivables, through use 
of a loss allowance account. The impairment loss is included in other operating 
expenses in profit or loss as a movement in credit loss allowance. 

The Authority writes off a receivable when there is information indicating that the 
counterparty is in severe financial difficulty and there is no realistic prospect of 
recovery, e.g. when the counterparty has been placed under liquidation or has 
entered into bankruptcy proceedings.
   
Trade and other receivable    
Trade and other receivables, excluding prepayments, are classified as financial 
assets subsequently measured at amortised cost. They have been classified in this 
manner because their contractual terms give rise, on specified dates to cash flows 
that are solely payments of principal and interest on the principal outstanding, and 
the Authority’s business model is to collect the contractual cash flows on trade and 
other receivables.         
 
Trade and other receivables are recognised when the Authority becomes a party 
to the contractual provisions of the receivables. They are measured, at initial 
recognition, at fair value plus transaction costs, if any. They are subsequently 

measured at amortised cost.
        
Cash and cash equivalents   
Cash and cash equivalents includes cash in hand, deposits held at call with banks, other 
short-term highly liquid investments with original maturities of three months or less, and 
bank overdrafts. Bank overdrafts are shown within borrowings in current liabilities on 
the statement of financial position. Cash and cash equivalents are stated at carrying 
amount which is deemed to be fair value. 

Trade and other payable   
Trade payables are obligations to pay for goods or services that have been acquired 
in the ordinary course of business from suppliers. Accounts payable are classified as 
current liabilities if payment is due within one year or less (or in the normal operating 
cycle of the business if longer). If not, they are presented as non-current liabilities. 
 
Trade payables are recognised initially at fair value and subsequently measured at 
amortised cost using the effective interest method.    

Levies payable    
Levies payable includes the license levy collected and held by authority on behalf of 
the Levy Fund, which is yet to be established. 
 
Operating leases – lessee  
Operating lease payments are recognised as an expense on a straight-line basis over 
the lease term. The difference between the amounts recognised as an expense and 
the contractual payments are recognised as an operating lease asset or operating 
lease liability. Neither the asset nor the liability is discounted.
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Summary of significant accounting policies (continued)  
  
Government grants         
  
Government grants are assistance by government in the form of transfers of 
resources to the Authority in return for compliance with certain conditions relating 
to the operating activities of the Authority.      
 Government subventions relating to a particular period are recognised in 
the statement of comprehensive income in the respective period when there is a 
reasonable assurance that the subventions will be received.    
      
Grants from the Government are initially recognised to unspent grants under current 
liabilities in the statement of financial position, once there is reasonable assurance 
that the Authority will comply with the conditions attaching to them (as applicable) 
and it is reasonably assured that the grant will be received.    
      
Grants received for specific expenses are recognised in the statement of 
comprehensive income over the period necessary to match with the expenses they 
are intended to compensate. Grants received for which the related expense have 
not been incurred remain included in current liabilities as unspent grants received 
from Government.     Grants received for the acquisition 
of property, plant and equipment (“capital assets”) are transferred from unspent 
grants to capital grants in the statement of financial position in the period in which 
the underlying asset is bought. Grants, for which the underlying asset has been 
bought, is subsequently recognised in the statement of comprehensive income to 
match the depreciation of the related assets, as other income. Grants received for 
which assets have not been purchased, remain included in current liabilities as 
unspent grants received from Government.      
    
Revenue       Revenue is 
measured at the fair value of the consideration received or receivable, and 

represents amounts receivable for goods/services supplied, stated net of discounts 
and returns. The Authority recognises revenue when the amount of revenue can be 
reliably measured; when it is probable that future economic benefits will flow to the 
Authority; and when specific criteria have been met for each of the Authority’s activities, 
as described below. The amount of revenue is not considered to be reliably measurable 
until all contingencies relating to the sale have been resolved.     
      
Rendering of services    
Revenue is measured based on the consideration specified in a contract with a customer 
and excludes amounts collected on behalf of third parties. This includes application 
fees, annual fees, transfer fees, national lottery fees, casino entrance fees, income 
from gambling machines, employee licence fees etc. earned by the Authority as a part 
its principal activities as the Regulator of gambling activities. The Authority recognises 
revenue from rendering services when it transfers control of a service to a customer.  
    

Contribution towards responsible gambling  
This includes contribution received from all licensed casinos in respect of activities 
relating to excessive gambling prevention and rehabilitation, which are carried out 
by Excessive Gambling Prevention and Rehabilitation Committee, a committee 
established by Authority’s board for the said purpose. This contribution is accounted for 
as deferred income at initial recognition and subsequently recognised in the statement 
of comprehensive income over the period necessary to match with the expenses relating 
to excessive gambling prevention and rehabilitation activities which they are intended 
to compensate. Contribution received for which the related expense have not been 
incurred is carried as deferred income and is included under current liabilities.  
   
Interest income      
Interest income is recognised on a time-proportion basis using the effective interest 
method.
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Critical accounting estimates and judgements    
 
In preparing the financial statements management is required to make estimates 
and assumptions that affect reported income, expenses, assets, liabilities, and 
disclosures of contingent assets and liabilities.  Use of available information and the 
application of judgement are inherent in the formation of estimates. Actual results in 
the future could differ from these estimates which may be material to the financial 
statements.         
In applying the company’s accounting policies, the following estimates and 
judgements have been made which carry the risk of causing significant material 
adjustments to the carrying value of asset and liabilities within the next year:  
       
Estimated useful lives and residual values of property, 
plant and equipment.       
The Authority follows the guidance of IFRS and determines the residual values and 
useful lives of assets at each reporting date. This determination requires significant 
judgement. In making this judgement the management evaluates amongst other 
factors, the purpose for which the respective asset is acquired, market conditions at 
the reporting date and the practice adopted by similar organisations.
 
Treatment of grants received from Government 
Taking into account its nature and substance, the Authority considers amounts that 
it receives from the Government to fall within the scope of IAS 20 Accounting for 
Government Grants and Disclosure of Government Assistance. In reaching this 
conclusion, the Authority considers the terms attached to each of the grants received 
and the current practice adopted by other parastatals in Botswana. Accordingly, 
the Authority recognises the amounts received in accordance with the accounting 
policy as included in note 1 - Government grants.

Accounting for license levies and contributions towards 
responsible gambling collected from Licensed casinos  
       
Gambling Authority (“Authority”) collects license levy (at 10% on gaming revenue) 
and contribution (at 5% on gaming revenue) towards activities relating to prevention 
of excessive gambling and rehabilitation from all licensed casinos in Botswana. 
 
License levy collected is expected to be transferred to a fund (“Levy Fund”) to be established 
in accordance with Section 134(1) of the Gambling Act, 2012 (“the Act”) which has still 
not been established. The structure, control, administration and modalities  relating to its 
establishment is still under discussion. The Authority considers License Levy collected as 
amounts collected on behalf of the Levy Fund and has recognised as a liability and included 
under current liabilities pending the establishment of the Levy Fund and finalisation of its 
structure, control and administration. The accounting treatment will depend on the final 
conclusions relating to its structure, control and administration upon its establishment. 

This includes contribution received from all licensed casinos in respect of activities 
relating to excessive gambling prevention and rehabilitation, which are carried out 
by Excessive Gambling Prevention and Rehabilitation Committee, a committee 
established by Authority’s board for the said purpose. This contribution is accounted for 
as deferred income at initial recognition and subsequently recognised in the statement 
of comprehensive income over the period necessary to match with the expenses relating 
to excessive gambling prevention and rehabilitation activities which they are intended 
to compensate. Contribution received for which the related expense have not been 
incurred is carried as deferred income and is included under current liabilities.
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Prior year restatement      
Licensed casinos are required to pay Gambling Authority (“Authority”) 
5% of their gaming income as contributions towards excessive gambling 
prevention and rehabilitation activities in Botswana. The amounts received 
during the previous financial years were classified under levies payable.  
During the year, management established that these contributions form part of 
Authority’s income on the basis that conducting activities relating to excessive 
gambling prevention and rehabilitation falls within Authority’s mandate which 
it discharges through the Excessive Gambling Prevention and Rehabilitation 
Committee, a committee of Authority’s board; and adopted a policy where the 
amounts received are accounted for as deferred income at initial recognition and 
subsequently recognised in the statement of comprehensive income over the 
period necessary to match with the expenses relating  to excessive gambling 
prevention and rehabilitation activities which they are intended to compensate. 
Since the Authority had not carried out any activities relating to excessive gambling 
prevention and rehabilitation,  the amounts so received have been accounted for 
as deferred income. Accordingly, during the year, management has reclassified 
these contributions which were previously classified under levies payable, as 
deferred income. Further, corresponding cash balance which was excluded from 
cash and cash equivalents for the purpose of cash flows, has now been included 
in the cash and cash equivalents as such funds are available for Authority’s use. 
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                                                                                             Increase / 
                                                                                            (decrease)         Restated                                                                                                                               
                                                                                                                              
                                                                                P      P                      P
                                                                                  
Statement of financial position as at 
31 March 2017
 - extract    
Levies payable                             27,285,592         (9,084,838)     18,200,754  
Deferred income                                  -                    9,084,838   9,084,838 
Total liabilities                 37,471,160            -              37,471,160 

Statement of financial position as at 
31 March 2018 - extract    
Levies payable     55,665,513       18,508,936)      37,156,577  
Deferred income                       -                  18,508,936      18,508,936 
Total liabilities                             63,942,197              -                 63,942,197 

Statement of cash flows for the year 
ended 31 March  2018 - extract    

Net cash generated from operations          2,270,117           9,367,109      11,637,226   
                                                
Cash and cash equivalents at beginning 
of year for thepurpose of cash flow            4,621,080     8,378,439      12,999,519
 
Cash and cash equivalents at end of
year for the purpose of cash flow   5,526,964          17,745 ,48      23,272,512 

 As previously 
Stated
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The adjustment was considered to be correction of an error in accordance with 
IAS8 - Accounting Policies, 
Changes in Accounting Estimates and Error and the impact on the financiall state-
ments are given below.



                                                                                                                                2019                      2018
                                                                                                                                                                                    
                                                                                                                   P                            P
                                                                                               
Revenue  
Government subvention (Note 12)          31,719,740           26,798,060  
Rendering of services                                      
   Annual fees                              900,000    900,000  
   Application fees                 250,000          -                                                                                   
   Transfer fees                                   -      200,000 
   National Lottery Fees                      -               5,173,882 
   Casino entrance fees              1,597,459             1,469,282   
   Income from gambling machines               464,000    422,250 
   Employee license fees               207 ,500      79,500 
                                                  35,138,699           35,042,974  

Operating (deficit) / surplus                                        
Operating (deficit) / surplus is arrived at after charging the following items;    
 
Auditors remuneration                  310,484    216,465 
Consultancy and professional fees            3,127,016             2,214,249
Depreciation                           1,590,243            1,561 ,015 
Donations                                84,665    178,767 
Board fees                              321,750    124,650
Legal fees                              470,979    408,584
Loss on disposal ofproperty, plant and equipment                              -      123,782
Meeting and conference costs                         2,396,281             1,508,533
Provision for bad debts                                         240,500           -  
Rent                                       3 ,561,196             3,518,960
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                                                                                                                                 2019                      2018
                                                                                                                                                           Restated                                                                                                                              
                                                                                                                     P                           P
                                                                                               

Staff cost (Note 5.1)             20,919,175            18,538,427 
Travel and accommodation              3,401,899              1,318,240
Other expenses                            3,800,760              4,141,669
                                       40,224,948            33,853,341

Staff costs                                         
Salaries                           19,841,367            17,760,526 
Staff welfare                            1,077,808     777,901 
                                                                                       20,919,175            18,538,427

Finance income                                          
Interest income                               229,106     115,313 
                                                                                                                                229,106     115,313
Taxation                                          
Authority is exempt from income tax under paragraph (xx) Part 1 of the second schedule of the Income Tax 
Act (52:01).         
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Year ended 31 March 2018
  
Net book amount at beginning of year                             2,060,596                 7,173     543,531                398,493             2,620,610              1,034,021           6,664,424   
Additions                                                                                 101,493                   -         67,773                324,089                260,154              1,006,787           1,760,296  
Disposals                                                                                     -                     -        (7 500)                (75 814)             (22 110)               (778 075)            (883 499)  
Depreciation on Disposal                                                     -                     -                     2 348                  30 047                  4 044                 442 528       478 967                                 
Depreciation                                                              (393 713)               (1 543)  (132 441)             (204 438)              (497 773)              (331 107)          (1 561 015)
Net book amount at end of year                             1,768,376                 5,630     473,711                472,377             2,364,925              1,374,154            6,459,173 

As at 31 March 2018
Cost                                                                               2,492,136                 8,120             681,929                780,555            3,118,301         1,834,201           8,915,242 
Accumulated depreciation                                              (723,760)           (2,490)           (208,218)              (308,178)          (753,376)        (460,047)          (2,456,069)
Net book amount                                                              1,768,376              5,630     473,711                472,377           2,364,925        1,374,154             6,459 ,73 

Year ended 31 March 2019
Net book amount at beginning of year                             1,768,376               5,630     473,711                472,377           2 ,64,925              1,374,154            6,459,173 
Additions                                                                                    -                    -               1 320 965                  61 018                13 441                                     1 395 424 
Depreciation                                                              (398,742)           (1,543)           (180,547)              (230,646)           (497,096)    (    281,669)          (1,590 ,43)
Net book amount at end of year                             1,369,634               4,087          1,614,129                302,49           1,881,270         1,092,485            6,264,354 

As at 31 March 2019
Cost                                                                              2,492,136                 8,120          2,002,894                841,573           3,131,742         1,834,201         10,310,666 
Accumulated depreciation                                           (1,122,502)           (4,033)           (388,765)              (538,824)        (1,250,472)         (741,716)         (4,046,312)
Net book amount                                                              1,369,634               4,087          1,614,129                302,749           1,881,270         1,092,485            6,264,354

Property, plant and equipment up to 31 March 2017 wholly includes assets funded through capital grants. During financial years 2018 and 2019, Authority purchased assets from self generated funds. 
Disclosed below are the respective net book values as at 31 March 2019 and depreciation for the year then ended.

Net book value as at 31 March 2019
Funded by capital grants                                             1,349,077               4,087             326,255                 112,414             1,761,561            389,065            3,942,459
Funded by internally generated funds                                  20,557                  -               1 287,874                190,335              119,709                 703,420            2,321,895
                                                                                             1,369,634               4,087          1,614,129                302,749             1,881,270         1,092,485           6 ,264,354

Net book value as at 31 March 2018
Funded by capital grants                                              1,667,936               5,630             414,554                 197,241            2,139,692            485,597            4,910,650
Funded by internally generated funds                                 100,440                  -         59,157                275,136                225,233                 888,557            1,548,523
                                                                              1,768,376               5,630              473,711                472,377             2,364,925         1,374,154            6,459,173

Depreciation for the year ened 31 March 2019
Funded by capital grants                                                 318,859                 1,543               88,299                  84,827                378,131             96,532                968,191
Funded by internally generated funds                                  79,883                   -         92,248                145,819                118,965            185,137               622,052
                                                                                 398,742               1,543             180,547                230,646                497,096                  281,669           1,590,243

Depreciation for the year ened 31 March 2018
Funded by capital grants                                                 392,660               1,543             123,825                155,485                462,852            212,877            1,349,242
Funded by internally generated funds                                    1,053                  -          8,616                   48,953                34,921            118,230        211,773
                                                                                 393,713               1,543              132,441               204,438                497,773            331,107            1,561,015

Leasehold 
improvements

P
E-Books

P

Office
equipment

P

Computer
equipment

P

Furniture
and fittings

P

Motor
Vehicles

P

Total

P

Property, plant and equipment8
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                                                                                                                                2019                      2018
                                                                                                                                                          Restated                                                                                                                              
                                                                                                                   P                            P
                                                                                               
Trade and other receivables                                          

Levies and fees receivable             2,878,189             2,530,515 
Less: Loss allowance              (240,500)          -   
                                                                           2,637,689             2,530,515  
Prepayments                              885,448    691,673 
Other receivables                 705,931                215,125 
                                                                                       4,229,068             3,437,313

Loss allowance
Provision for the year              (240,500)        -  
Closing balance                           (240,500)        -  

Neither past due nor impaired                         2,637,689             2,530,515
Past due but not impared        -           -  
Past due (more than 90 days) and impaired             240,500         -  
                                                               2,878,189             2,530,515

Levies and fees receivable are normally collected within 90 days. 
Provision has been made in respect of long outstanding fees from 
a Casino.     
Trade and other receivables are receivable within a year. Since impact 
of discounting is not significant, the fair value of trade and other 
receivables equals the carrying amount. 

Cash and cash equivalents         
Cash on hand                                      55           349 
Cash at bank                           5,168,904             2,058,401 
Short-term deposits                        92,454,452           56,843,569 
                                      97,623,411           58,902,319 
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                                                                                                                              2019                       2018
                                                                                                                                                          Restated                                                                                                                              
                                                                                                                  P                            P
                                                                                               
As at 31 March 2019, cash and cash equivalents included an 
amount of P56.62Mn [2018: P35.63Mn (restated) and 2017: 
P16.79Mn (restated)] relating to licence levy held by the
 Authority on behalf of the 
Levy Fund.     
      
For the purpose of the statement of cash flows, the year 
end cash andcash equivalents comprise the following:

Cash and cash equivalents as above                                 97,623,411         58,902,319 
Less: Licence levy received                                 (56,622,673)         (35,629,807)
                                     41,000,738         23,272,512 
The cash and cash equivalents for the purpose of cashflows
 statements as at 31 March 2017 is P12.99Mn (restated).        
 
         
Capital grants         
Balance at beginning of year                                   4,910,650           6,664,424 
Amortisation of grant to income during the year                                   (968,191)         (1,753,774)
   Depreciation of property, plant and equipment (Note 8)          (968,191)         (1,349,242)
   Disposal of property, plant and equipment (Note 8)               -               (404,532)
Balance at end of year                                    3,942,459            4,910,650 
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                                                                                                                                2019                      2018
                                                                                                                                                           Restated                                                                                                                              
                                                                                                                    P                            P
                                                                                               

Deferred income  
Government subvention  

Opening balance                     -      -   
Received during the year           41,830,440            26,798,060 
Less: Amount utilised during the year and transferred to revenue (Note 4)     (31,719,740)           (26,798,060)
Closing balance (note 12.1)                       10,110,700    -   
         
Excessive Gambling Prevention and Rehabilitation Committee      
   
Opening balance            18,508,936    -   
Prior year adjustment (Note 3)        -                      9,084,838 
Opening balance - Restated         18, 508, 936              9,084,838 
Contribution received during the year                                  9, 443, 604              8,979,226 
Interest accrued                           1,035,108    444,872 
Closing balance (note 12.2)           28,987,648           18,508,936  
        
Total deferred income           39,098 ,348           18,508,936 
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GAMBLING AUTHORITY 
NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS FOR THE YEAR 
ENDED 31 MARCH 2019     

Deferred income (Continued)         
          
This refers to amount allocated from annual subvention for National Lottery Adjudication process. Since no 
activities relating to National lottery has been carried out during the financial year, it is deferred.   
      
          
This refers to contribution collected from licensed casinos towards a programmed aimed at supporting 
responsible gambling monitored by the Excessive Gambling Prevention and Rehabilitation Committee. Since no 
related activities are commenced yet, the contribution income has been deferred.     
    
          
          
          
                                     2019         2018
                                   
                                           P              P
          
Operating lease liability         
Deferred rent                               589,935    828,545 
          
Deferred rent refers to straight lining adjustment
of lease rentals and current and non-current classification is given below.      
   
          
Current                                            542,595                238,610 
Non-current                                 47,340                589,935 
Total operating lease liability                 589,935                828,545 
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                                                                                                                                             2019              2018
                                         Restated
                                                   P       P

Accounts and other payable         
Fees received in advance                                      200,000    -   
Accrued leave pay and gratuity                       2,177,829       1,891,716 
Accruals and other payable           2,658,535          645,773 
                                      5,036,364       2,537,489 
              
Levies payable         
Licence levy payable to Levy Fund        58,126,868     37,156,577 
          
Levies payable represent the total amount of licence levies collected and held
 by the Authority as at the year-end until such time a fund is established as per
 the Section 134 of the Gambling Act, 2012.         
          
Financial instruments by category         
The accounting policies for financial instruments have been applied to the line
 items below:         
          
          
Financial assets at amortised cost         
Trade and other receivables                       3,343,620       2,745,640 
Cash and cash equivalents          97,623,411     58,902,319 
                                   100,967,031     61,647,959 
          
Financial Liabilities at amortised cost         
Accounts and other payable                       4,836,364       2,537,489 
Levies payable                                   58,126,868     37,156,577 
                                    62,963,232     39,694,066 
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                       2019     2018
                             P           P
Related party transactions         
 
Gambling Authority is established under Gambling Act, 2012 
and is a parastatal of the Republic of Botswana.        
  
(a) Grant received          
Ministry of Investment Trade and Industry                    41,830,440          26,798,060 
           
(b) Compensation to Key management personnel      
 
Key management includes Members of the Board and Members
 of the Executive Committee. The compensation paid or payable to 
key management for employee services are shown below;     
Short term-employee benefits            6,560,655          5,415,318
Accrued gratuity                         1,123,618          1,154,940
           
(c) Directors' Emoluments         
 
Mr. Thabiso Tafila                  78,750   29,250 
Ms. Boikanyo Mathipa                              16,200               12,600 
Ms. Mavis Bogosi         -       3,600 
Mr. Lesego Busang         -       9,000 
Ms. Neo Mothobi                  43,200     8,000 
Ms. Ontlametse Ward         -       5,400 
Ms. Arabang Kanego                  41,400               14,400 
Mr. Blessed Monyatsi                  55,800               19,800 
Ms.Mmakome Masendu                  37,800               10,800 
Mr. Olebile Machete                  48,600     1,800 
                  321,750             124,650 
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Risk Management        
  
          
 
Capital Risk Management
         
 
The Authority's objectives when managing capital are to safeguard the Authori-
ty's ability to continue as an on-going concern in order to provide 
benefits for stakeholders.
         
 
There are no externally imposed capital requirements and there have been no 
changes to what the Authority manages as capital, the strategy 
for capital maintenance or externally imposed capital requirements from the 
previous year.

Financial Risk Management      
 
The Authority’s activities expose it to a variety of financial risk as follows;  
     
       
Liquidity risk       
The Authority’s risk to liquidity is a result of the funds available to cover the 
future commitments. The Authority manages liquidity through an ongoing review 
of future commitments and credit facilities.     
  
       

18
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The following tables detail the Authority’s remaining contractual maturity for its non-de-
rivative financial liabilities. The tables have been drawn up based on the undiscounted 
cash flows of financial liabilities based on the earliest date on which the Authority can 
be required to pay.       
       
       
       
                                                                                       2019        2018
                                                                                                                  Restated
                                                                                    P                              P
                                                                       

      Less than 1 year:       
      Accounts and levies payable                          62,963,232                 39,694,066
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Credit risk
       
Credit risk consists mainly of cash and cash equivalents and accounts 
receivable.
 
The Authority only deposits cash with major banks and financial 
institutions with high quality credit standing and limits exposure to any 
one counter-party. The Authority has deposits with First National Bank 
of Botswana Limited, African Alliance Assets Management, BancABC, 
BIFM Unit Trust, IPRO Botswana and Stanlib Investment Management 
Services. There are no credit ratings available in Botswana.   

123

First National Bank of Botswana Limited is listed on the Botswana Stock 
Exchange and is a subsidiary of First Rand Holdings Limited, a company 
listed on the Johannesburg  Stock Exchange. African Alliance Investment 
Bank and BancABC are subsidiaries of African Alliance Limited and 
BancABC House respectively. STANLIB Botswana is a joint venture 
between Stanbic Bank Botswana and STANLIB.  IPRO Botswana is 
subsidiary of Investment Professionals Pty Ltd, a company in Mauritius. 
BIFM is 100 % owned by Botswana Insurance Holdings Limited (BIHL).
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NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS FOR THE YEAR 
ENDED 31 MARCH 2019     

Risk Management (continued)         
          
Financial Risk Management (continued)         
          
Financial assets exposed to credit risk at the year end were as follows         
                               2019   2018
                                     P         P  

Trade and other receivables                    3,343,620        2,745,640 
          
Cash at bank and short-term bank deposits         
First National Bank of Botswana Limited       5,168,904        2,058,401 
African Alliance Assets Management      26,131,715      18,786,178 
BancABC                                  6,528,224             13,064 
BIFM Unit Trust                                25,139,104      18,041,417 
IPRO Botswana                                10,203,176              2,577,552 
Stanlib Investment Management Services    24,452,233      17,425,358 
                     97,623,356            58,901,970 
          

Market risk: Cash flow Interest rate risk         
Fluctuation in interest rates impact on the value of short-term cash investment 
and financing activities, giving rise to interest rate risk. The cash is managed to 
ensure surplus funds are invested in a manner to achieve maximum returns while 
minimising risk.         
          
          
At 31 March 2019, if interest rates on short-term deposit had been 0.5% higher / l
ower with all other variables held constant, surplus for the year would have been 
P 39,992 (2018: P25,335) lower/higher, mainly as a result of higher / lower interest 
income on floating rate deposits.
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Commitments          

i. Operating lease commitments        
 

The future minimum rent payments under cancellable lease agreements are as follows:

         
        2019  2018
              P        P 

Minimum lease payment due         
Within 1 year           4,103,789      3,799,805 
Within 2-5 years             344,107      4,447,896 
            4,447,896      8,247,701 
          
      Capital commitments       
      There were no capital expenditure contracted for at the
      reporting date but not yet incurred.        
 
          
Contingent liabilities         
There were no other contingent liabilities at the reporting date.      
   
          
Events after reporting date         
There were no events that occurred after the reporting date which would require 
adjustments or disclosures in the financial statements.       
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                                                                                                            2019             2018
                                                 Restated
                                                      P                  P 

INCOME       
Government subvention            31,719,740   26,798,060 
Amortisation of capital grants                968,191     1,753,774 
Rendering of services              3,418,959     8,244,914 
Others                                           355,203          47,954 
Interest received                 229,106        115,313 
                                      36,691,199              36,960,015 
       
EXPENDITURE       
Advertising and promotions                426,598        916,843 
Auditors remuneration                  310,484        216,465 
Bank charges                                 32,811          34,782 
Cleaning                                  5,645            8,015 
Consultancy and professional fees            3,127,016     2,214,249 
Courier and postage                     5,244            5,341 
Depreciation                           1,590,243     1,561,015 
Board fees                              321,750        124,650 
Donations                                84,665        178,767 
Insurance                              392,148        382,643 
Legal fees                              470,979        408,584 
Loss on disposal property, plant and equipment        -                    123,782 
Meeting and conference costs             2,396,281     1,508,533 
Motor vehicle expenses                 124,822        148,629 
Office expenses                              370,746        114,471 
Printing and stationery                   36,769          26,856 
Provision for loss allowance                240,500    -   
Lease rentals on operating lease            3,561,196     3,518,960 
Repairs and maintenance      17,502          56,711 
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                                                                                                            2019              2018
                                                  Restated
                                                      P                   P 
Salaries and wages            19,841,367    17,760,526 
Security                              446,847         351,810 
Staff welfare                           1,077,808         777,901 
Subscriptions                                37,493           66,148 
Telephone and internet                          1,106,875      1,287,391 
Travel and accommodation                         3,401,899      1,318,240 
Utility                                           797,260         742,029 
National Lottery Expenses       
Total expenditure                                    40,224,948    33,853,341 
       
(Deficit)/surplus for the year                       (3,533,749)                  3,106,674 
       
The supplementary information does not form 
part of the annual financial statements and is 
unaudited.       
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